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The figure shows cells of the clone SVKI stained by indirect
immunofluorescence with antibodies recognising glial fibrillary acid
protein. This clone was derived from cerebellar glial cells from 6-day
old mice, immortalised with a Murine Moloney Leukemia Virusderived retroviral vector carrying a temperature-sensitive mutant of
the SV 40 T oncogene. (Picture supplied by courtesy of Dr. M. Jung).

Preface

This brochure summarizes glial research activities

in Germany. The "Deutsche

chaft" (German Research Council) has form alized these activities
as a group grant, the "schwerpunkt" on"Functions of Glial Cells". At present,42
groups have joined on this common research program. The "schwerpunkt" was
established in 1991 and has the perspective to continue for at least four more years.
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The introduction to this brochure is based on the proposal which was submitted to the
"

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft" for establishing the present " schwerpunkt" . The

planning committee consisted
Müller and Jutta Schnitzer.

of Bernd Hamprecht, Helmut

Kettenmann, Christian

Most of the contributors to the brochure are members of this ".§cäwerpunkt". Wq
however, learned during the assembly of this brochure that even more groups are
focussing on glial research which are not yet included. It will be the opportunity for a
second addition to also incorporate these groups. We hope that this brochure will
facilitate cooperations among groups within Germany, but also may be a nucleus for
corlmon projects between partners within Europe.
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Introduction
World wide research programs in the last decade have shown that glial cells play an
important role in the function of the nervous system. The functional capabilities of
these cells go far beyond the original concept which regarded glial cells as supportive
elements of the nervous system. New research has redefined the role of these cells and
determined the following functions:
1. Gliat cells play a pivotal role in the development of the central nervous system. They
form guiding strqctures for migrating neurons and interact.with these cells and each

other via cell adhesion molecules. Moreover, they synthesize a number of important
(neuro)trophic factors that appear to be critical for normal development.
2. Asrocytes and microglial cells - subpopulations of glial cells - play important roles
in immune function within the central nervous system (CNS). For example, it has been

recently demonstrated that astrocytes can act as antigen-presenting cells in vitro.
Microglial cells, in particular during brain injury or in response to immune-mediated
disease, phagocytose and remove cellutar debris.
I

3. Glial cells, in contrast to the classical concept, are not electrically passive, but
express a large repertoire of neurotransmitter receptors, transport molecules and ion
channels. They are therefore equipped to influence the electrical aciwity of the CNS in
a great

variety of waYs.

4. Glial cells play important roles in studies of the clinical neurosciences. The disease
multiple sclerosis provides a clear example of this. The paralysis is due to degeneration
of myelin in the CNS and myelin is, of course, produced by oligodendrocytes. The
initiating steps for the destruction of myelin are at present unknown as are the factors
which regulate the formation of new myelin. The majority of primary brain tumors,
including the most lethat varieties, are formed by an uncontrolled growth of glial cells.
Thus, an understanding of the factors which control the development of glial cells will
be necessary to understand CNS specific diseases and may help to develop strategies
for treatment.

It is thus important to carefully consider gtial cells for understanding

complex brain

functions. New methological approaches with cell biological, immunocytochemical,
molecular biological, and electrophysiological methods open the possibility to study
identified glial cells under defined conditions. Due to these advancements a large
number of laboratories have been attracted to glial research. The present
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"Schwerpunkt" will coordinate German scientists working in this field and it is meant
to stimulate further research on this topic. The specific aims of the Schwerpunkt are as
follows:
Which factors control the development and proliferation of glial cells? How do glial
cells influence other brain cells?
1.

2. Are glial cells functionally involved in plasticity of the central nervous system and
what role do they play during regeneration?
3. How are glial cells involved in the immune responses of the central neryous system?
4. Are there glial cell specific biochemical pathways in the central nervous system?

5. What is the role of glial cells in the regulation of the extracellular ion concentration
of the brain and the volume of the extracellular space?.
6. Are glial cells involved in signal transduction in the central nervous system?

State of glial research

The brain is composed of three main classes of cells: neurons, endothelial cells and
glial cells. Glial cells outnumber neurons ten to one in man and represent about half of
the volume of the brain. In spite of this, CNS research has mainly focussed on neurons.

Thus, glial cells have been largely ignored in most investigations of the brain
functions. Entire areas of neurobiological research, such as the study of neuronal
networks, disregarded glial cells altogether.

With the discovery of glial cells, Rudolf Virchow believed that they formed a kind of
brain connective tissue and replesented the passive matrix in which neurons were
embedded. At present, we know that glial cells are metabolically highly active and
fulfill a number of functions for the developing and adult central nervous system. We
now know that glial cells participate in all of the brain's major functions although the
details of this participation are, in most instances, unclear.

Three main classes

of glial cells have been described in the CNS: astrocytes,

oligodendrocytes and microglial cells. Astrocytes are thought to play an important role
in the homeostasis of the extracellular environment with regard to ions, transmitters

and metabolites. Oligodendrocytes in the CNS, and Schwann cells in the peripheral
nervous system, insulate the axons of nerve cells by formation of myelin. Mircoglial
cells have a functional importance for the immune system of the CNS. The subsequent
summary of the present state of research on functions of glial cells witl deal with each
of these three cellular groups. It has, however, become evident that there are many
interactions between these glial cell subtypes. This is particularly important for the
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differentiation

of glial cells, for the formation of

myelin and

in

regard to

interactions between
immunological processes. Moreover, there are multiple important
far beyond our present
nerlrons and glial cel|s, and the number of these is most likely
knowledge.

that the action and
The present understanding of gtial cell function nakes it evident
concept of a passive matrix
reaction spectrum of glial cells goes far beyond the original
of the cNS
in the centrar nervous system. Gliar ceils are involved in the development
with the immune
and the normal functioning of the brain, including its interaction
cells fulfill their tasks by
system. Furthermore, it is becoming evident, that these
cefls äre therefore an
interaction with each other and with other brain cells. Glial
to explain brain
important part of the brain and must be taken into consideration
be related to
function. In addition, disturbances of glial function may importantly
is an important step
neurological diseases. Thus, the clarification of these mechanisms
in understanding the brain.

Aims of the "'schwerpunkt" program
,,schwerpunkt" program is to discover the importance of glial cells for
The aim of the
the following specific
the function of the cNS. In detail, we would like to answer
questions:
nervous system?
- How are gliat cells involved. during the development of the
develop from precursor cells
These projects address the questions of how glial cells
stages' Glial cells can be
and how their properties change during these developmental
stages using cell type-specific and

identified

at

different developmental
or stage-specific antibodies. In this context, the question wilt

be

developmentalareas of the brain' Moreover' the
studied whether glial cells are different in different
development should be
identification of new markers to identify stages in glial cell
may play a key role' as for
possible. In this context, functionally important molecules
of myelin' By incorporation of
instance, proteins which are involved in the formation
developmental stages' With
oncogenes it is possible to freeze glial cells in defined_
stimuli such as
proper transfection, differentiation can be controlled by external
forms of glial cells
temperature shift. Of particular interest are the early developmental
play key roles in regeneration,
which are not well characterized. These precursors may
help in understanding
since they are still proliferative. A better knowledge may
regeneration.
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- Whichfactors control the development and proliferation of glial cells?
We would like to determine which factors control proliferation and differentiation of
glial cells. These factors could either be substances such as well-known growth factors
or components of extracellular matrix and cell membranes. These factors need to be
characterized with respect to their function and molecular structure. This directly leads
to the question of which cells produce factors and what regulates their production. This
implies that a number of regulating circuits may interact where a number of different
cell types are involved. This basic research is also of clinical importance since most
brain tumors of the CNS where the control of proliferation and differentiation is
disturbed are of glial origin.
- Do glial cells influence the behavior of other cells?

As glial cells are influenced with respect to their own proliferation and differentiation
by their environment, they in turn can also influence other cells. Most often the partner
for such an interaction is a neuron and many previous sfudies have concentrated on
neuron-glia-interactions. It is known that glial cells release soluble factors which
control differentiation and survival of neurons. Moreover, glial cells participate in the
production of the extracellular matrix which can influence the growth of neurons. A
further focus of the interest are contact related interactions, such as those mediated by
cell adhesiormolecules which are not only important for cell recognition but can also
cause changes in the physiological properties of the interacting cells. In addition to
their interactions with neurons, astrocytes interact with endothelial cetls. It is
speculated that this interaction induces the tight junctions between the endothelial cells

forming the blood-brain barrier. This structure controls the exchange of substances
between blood and brain and guarantees the CNS cells in an controlled environment.
Are gliat cells involved ün the regeneration of neuronal connections?
In a number of projects the role of glial cells during the regeneration of the nervous
system will be analysed. The reduced ability of the CNS to regenerate after injury is
important in the understanding of many CNS deseases such as spinal cord injury. Glial
cells play a pivotal role in the regeneration of axonal tracts. After injury axonal tracts
in the central nervous system fail to regenerate, in contrast to the peripheqal nervous
-

systems where axon tracts show much better regeneration after injury. While this is

true for mammals, fishes and amphibia show enhanced CNS regeneration even in the
adult. In the meantime, we have learned that the surface of oligodendrocytes in the
mammalian CNS expresses non-permissive substances which may contribute to the
lack of regeneration of neuronal processes. In addition, differentiated CNS glial cells
of mammals may lack molecules which are expressed in the periphery by Schwann

cells and encourage regeneration. Groups will study how oligodendrocytes differ
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between mammals and fishes and why fish oligodendrocytes are growth permissive for
neuronal regeneration. In addition, the permissive properties of the myelinating glial

cells of the peripheral nervous system, the Schwann cells, will also be studied. A
further aspect deals with the influence of the vasculature after damage. Questions on
the nteraction of glial cells with endothelial cells and their role in controlling
regenerative processes will be addressed.

- Whichfactors control the formation of myelin?
The myelination of vertebrate axons permits saltatory conduction and thus rapid signal
transfer. Myelin is produced in the CNS by oligodendrocytes, and in the periphery by
Schwann cells. Some of the groups address the question of which factors control the
formation of myelin during development. These factors can be either cell-cell contacts
or mediated by soluble substances. This research will be important in contributing to

the understanding of multiple sclerosis
Are glial cells involved in plasticity?
Neuronal plasticity is linked to the formation of connections during development and
to learning and memory in the adult brain. CNS plasticity is mainly explained on the
basis of synaptic contacts. It is, however, known that glial cells closely interact with
synapses. A number of new studies imply that glial cells and in particular astrocytes
may be involved in CNS plasticity. The mechanisms involved are so far entirely
speculative. Some of the groups will study such mechanisms in the hope of revealing
the molecular interactions between neurons and glial cells that control plasticity.
-

- What is the role of glial cells in the immune tesponse of the CNS?
In recent years we have learned that glial cells are involved in the immune functions of
the central nervous system. It has become evident in the last few years that cells of the
immune system such as activated lymphocytes can pass into the brain tissue and
interact with glial cells in a complex manner. Two aspects of these interactions have
become important:
1. One interaction is mediated by soluble substances. Lymphocytes can activate glial
cells via interleukins. In return, glial cells release substances which can modulate the
response of immune cells.
2. Presentation of antigen by glial cells.

After induction of MHC class II antigens (for instance by interferon gamma) astrocytes
and microglial cells can present protein antigens on the surface in conjunction with the
major histocompatibility complex; this can be recognized by T-cells. This research will
be a basis for the understanding of CNS diseases with an autoimmune component.
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Are there glial cell-specific pathways in the CNSZ
The recently postulated functions of glial cells are the support of neurons and the
removal of components from the extracellular space such as neurotransmitters. To
fulfill this task, glial cells must express a defined repertoire of enzymes and transport
molecules. Some of the projects address the question whether glial cells express
-

specific enzyme and transport molecules which are optimised

for

these tasks.

Examples are
1. uptake carries for glutamate, formation of taurine as a potential osmoregulator, and
storage of creatine as energy supply.

2.

detailed investigation

of carboanhydrase (for pH and volume regulation),

particularly in oligodendrocytes
3. enzymes of metabolic pathways such as for the genesis of glucose. In refurn, one can
also ask the question as to which enzymes are specifically expressed by glial cells.
This, in return, may give anhwers to new functions of glial cells.

' How do glial cells control extracellular ion and volume

homoestasis - importance

for

epilepsy and brain damage?

Kuffler and colleagues recognized that glial cells control the extracellular potassium
concentration. During neuronal activity potassium rises in the extracellular space and
glial cells modulate these peak increases. Disturbances in these glial functions could
lead to excess potassium accumulation and may induce epilepsy or spreading
depression. The transport systems of glial cells have not yet been studied in complex
systems. Such an example would be hippocampal slices which is a very established
model for epilepsy research. New research has indicated that neuronal activity not only
affects the extracellular potassium concentration, but has also a profound impact on the

intracellular pH, chloride concentration or the volume of the extracellular space. It has
therefore become increasingly important to understand the transport systems for pH
and chloride, and, in particular, the factors which regulate the activity of these systems.
This knowledge will also be the basis for understanding the changes in volume which
are induced by neuronal activity. A number of transport systems are involved, and
some groups focus on the properties, control mechanisms and the expression of these
transport systems in the various types of glial cells. Such volume regulation is of large
clinical importance since brain damage leads to the swelling of astrocytes. This

swelling is the cause for most casualities after brain damage. Therapeutical approaches
can only be developed if the basic regulatory mechanisms for glial ion activities and
volume are understood.
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Are glial cells involved in the signal transduction of the CNS?
Glial cells express a variety of receptors for neurotransmitters and neurohormones.
This implies that the cells may sense neuronal synapse-mediated activity. From there,
-

four lines of reseach have been developed:
l. Does the activation of glial receptors lead to a change in gene expression or
proliferation of glial cells? In return, these modulated glial cells could again influence
neurons.

2. Most of the glial receptors have been characteized in cultured glial cells. It is
therefore an important question as to whether these receptors are expressed in the
intact CNS and if there are differences among the glial cell types and between the brain
regions.
3. Which second messenger pathways are coupled to gtial receptors?

4. Activation of receptors can lead to waves of calcium which can spread in glial
environments. This signalh-aTteen implied to complement the neuronal activity.
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Structure of the Group Grant
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Capabitities of Matu.re OL
Oligodendrocytes (OL) are the cells in the CNS which manufacture and maintain the myelin sheath. Two major

line of research interests were followed after culturing and characterisation of OL were possible: a) to study the
capabilities of mature OL and b) to investigate the difrerentiation steps within the glial lineage. Mature OL were
previouslyconsideredas lazycells, whichhave moreorlessfulfilledtheirtasks. Recentcultureand invivo studies,

howwer, have shown that mature OL can undergo plasticity and are integrated in the neural orchestra

as an

active

member. We have isolated and cultured OL and astrocytes from the adult pigbrain. We havo shown that OL can

produce and release PGs, respond to neuroactive substances such as NGF, can undergo proliferation, and are
capable to myelirate. OL express a number

of Oct-proteins which may be important for regeneration and

proliferation.

Signaltransduction in Oligodendrocytes
We have shown &at protein kinase C @KC) activating substances such as phorbol esters induce OL proliferation
and process formation. On the search for replacing the phorbol esters surprisingly NGF was found to mimick the

TPA effects. The kinetics, howwer, were different. Low and high afEni§ NGF receptors were identified. NGF
inducesthetyrosinephosphorylationofseveralproteins amongwhichMAPKmaybepresent. StudiesontheNGF
signal tranduction pathway are initiated. They may help us to define the rails which are important for
proliferation, process formatiorU and the production of myelin proteins.

W. Blakemore,
R. Franklin/Cambridge
P. GrusVGöttingen

R. Heumann/Bochum
H. Persson/Stockholm

Althaus IIH, Schwartz P, Klöppner S, Schröter J, NeuhoffV (1990): protein kinases A
and C are
involved in oligodendroglial process formation In: NATo ASI series H 43,247
Althaus HH, Schröter J, spoeni p, Schwartz p, Klöppner s, Rohman A, Neuhoffv (1991): protein
kinase C stimulation enhances the process formation of adult oligodendroqtes and induces

proliferation J Neurosci Res 29, 481
Althaus HH & Seifert W (1991): Glial-neuronal communication in development and regeneration
In:
NATO ASI Series H 51, 341
Kristjansson GI, Althaus IIH, Gruss P (1991): Mature regenerating oligodendroglial cells
express
multiple Oct-proteins In: proc l9ü Göttingen Neurobiol. Conf.,492
Althaus }IH, Klöppner S, Schmidt-Schultz T, Schwartz P (1992): Nerve growrh factor induces

proliferation and enhanced fiber regeneration in oligodendrocytes isolate.d from adult pig
brain
Neuroscience Letters 135,219
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Functions of gltel eells dur{ng development and rugeneration
has been generally acceped ttlat the envirurment plays a major role in pathfinding,
targeting and regeneration of iu(ons during development and after lesions. Ttrere are major
differene benvoen the abilities of different glial cell poptlatiqrs !o support neuronal
survival and axqral growth. - To examine the abilities of different glial oell populatiorts like
Schwann cells, astrocytes or oligodendraytes and ttrcir precuryors, tissue culmre techniques
were established that allowed to analyse survival and axqral growth of emhyonic and
regmrating adult CNS neururs in a controlled envirmment The aim of ttrese shrdies is to
deGrmine ihe influences of different gliat cells ard ttreir furrctional states qr CNS neurqls
extnacellulannatrix molecules whicü might be
ard to furzr,tmire prtative oell surface
relevant foraxm growth. We have recently describd oonditions which support the stwival
and allow regeneration of lesionod CNS neurons in viüoand in vivo.

It

s

Adult gliel cells in tissue culturc
We have rently develo,ped tissue culturc techniques which allow sndying the survival and
axonal regrowth of adult CNS neurons under mnmolled oonditims. We could show that
Schwann cells frqn sciatic neryes of newbun rats were able to support survival and axonal
gowttr of adult rat retinal gaglim cells (RGC). Immature astrorytes were permissive fm
axon regeneration but did not support survival of RGCs from adult rats We have now
adoptod these tissue culare tochniques to preparc glial cells frm üe adult rat ad (in
cdlaboatior with Prrof. Clardia Sdlmrer) from adult fish optic nerves. We are cunently
examining ttre reactim pattern of gial cells after optic nerve iurotomy in adult rats.
Furttermore, dult glial cells from rat and fish are used as substrales for regerrerating ru(ons
aim is to determine tbe species differences
frun embryonic u ädult rat and fish retinae.
in nernm-glia interaction during regerreration and to examine the molecular kkground of
this specific behaviour. Furthermore, signals that are present in the adult rat opic nerve after
axotomy, which seem to lead to a cascade of dodifferentiation and proliferarion of dult glial
cells, are examined.

ür

Optic nerve a(otomy, schiatic nerve transplantation, labeling of retinal ganglion cells in vivo
and rn yr'rro, tissue cultures of glial cells from embryonic, neonalal and adult rats, cocultures
of glial cells with embryonic or adult neurons, staining techniques, electron microscopy.
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Dr.lvlathireBähr, MD
Dipl.tsiol. Christine Pranernbel

M.Bähr ard RP.Bunge (1990) Growth of adult rat retinal pnglim cell neurites on
astrocytes. Glia 3(4): 2933ffi .
M.Bä1,r, J.M.Ho.pkins--and R.P.Bqnge (1991) In vitro myelination of regenerating dult
'l
rat retinal ganglion ell axsrs by Sc[wann cäls. Ctia+
M.Bähr, G.W. Eschweiler and H.Wolburg 0ry2\ Precrushed sciatic nerve grafts
enhance the survival and axonal regrowth oi retirml ganglim cells in adult rats.-Exp.
Neurol. 116: 13-22.
C.A.O.Stuermer, M.Bastmeyer, M.Bähr, G.Strobel and K.hschke (lg2) Trying to
understand axonal regeneration in the CN§ of fish. J.Neurobiot.23(g: 537-550.f\zf.Baslpeyer, M.Btihr and C.A.O.Stuermer (1992) Fish optic nerve oligodendrocytelike cells support a:ronal regeneratiur of mammalian retinil ganglion cxäts. CUei in
press.
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Cytochemical and Structural Properties of Perineuronal Nets
The polyanionic character of perineuronal nets visualized in the rat brain with the Golgi technique @rauer
et al., J.Hirnforsch. 23:701,1982) was histochemically demonstrated in the present project using the
colloidal iron hydroxide sAining and the detection of hyaluronan by biotinylated hyaluronectin. Three
lectins (Vicia villosa agglutinin, WA, Wisteria floribunda agglutinin, WFA, soybean agglutinin, SBA) with
affinity for N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNac) visualized perineuronal nets similar to those rich in anionic
component§. These structures ensheaü §ornata, parts of dendrircs and axon initial segments of various types
of neurons. They were found in more lhan 100 brain regions. In the neocortex and hippocampus the nets
were associated with non-pyramidat cells. Dual labelling demonstrated that GalNac-containing nets

frequently surround neurons characterized by the calcium-binding protein parvalbumin. Electron
microscopically, VVA-binding sites were scaüered throughout perisynaptic profiles but accumulated at
membranes and in the extracellular space except synaptic clefts. To investigate the spatial relationship
between glial cell processes and glycoconjugates of perineuronal nets, GFAP, Sl00-protein and glutamine
synthetase were detected in dual-label experiments. It is concluded that perineuronal nets are composed of
perisynaptic astrocytic processes associated with polyanionic, GalNac+ontaining matrix material.
Our future project comprises studies based on similar cytochemical methods but it will be focused on
developmental and phylogenetical aspects, and will also consider activity-dependent variations in the

Lectin-cytochemistry and immunocytochemical detection of glial and neuronal markers including dualperoxidase and dual- or riple-fluorescence techniques

Electron microscopy
Golgi impregnation

-
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Itfi: Golgi impregnation of a glial cell forming perineuronal nets on non-pyramidat neurons in thc rat
caeb,ral corter (drawing by Dr.K. Brauer). Right Perineuronal net consisting of perisynaptic glial profiles
associated wiüt glytoconjugates (black) as dernqrstrated in electron microscopical lectin-binding studics.

Bcrtand Delpoch, Rouan. kance
Amin Derouichc, Fnantfrrt, Gcrmury
Wolfgang IL Ocrtel, Mrmictr, Germany
Andreas Reichcnbrch, I*ipzig, Germany
Michael J. Rickmann, G0üingen, Gcrrnany
Gudrun S*go, Leipzig, Germany
Joachim R. Wolff, Göuingen, Germany

Brtickner, G-' B. Delpech, A. Delpech and Girard, N. (1990) Concen6ation of hyaluronectin and anionic
glycoconjugates in perineuronal glial cetl processcs at GABAergic synapses of rat cerebellum.
Acta histochem., Supl. XXXVIII: 16 l - 165.
Brtickner, G., K Brauer. W. tülrtig, J"R. Wolff, MJ. Rickmann, A. Derouiche, B. Detpech, N. Girand, W.H.
Oertel and A. Reichenbach (1993) Perineuronal nets provide a polyanionic, giia-associated form of
microenvironment around ce(ain neurons in many parts of the rat brain, GLIA, (in press).
H:irtig' W.' Brauer, K. and Brückner, G. (1992) wisteria floribunda agglutininJabeuj neu surround
parvalbumin+ontaining neurons, NeuroReport, 3:969 _gj2.
Seeger' G., Brauer, K., tülrtig, W. and Brückner, G. (1993) Mapping of pa'ineuronal nets in the rar brain
stained by the colloidal iron hydroxide histochemistry and lectin cytoctremistry, Neuroscicnce,
(submiaed).
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Ca2+ regulation by gfial cetts

Ca ions play an important role as charge carrier and second messenger, mo{ulating
intracellular enzrrInes and ion channels, We look at different pathwavs of Ca'* into
identified glial cells and aspects of. C*+ regulation by gha] cäUs. Cliat cells display
voltase- and transmitter -activated membrane channels and different kinds of
intraäe[ular
storesr We want to studl'.mesfuanisms by which glial cells contlol
low
intracellular
Caz* and extrude &"*, and whether they are involved in Ca'*
their
regulation in the extracellular spaces.

ü+

- Ion measurements using ion-sensitive microelectrodes and fluorescent
and tissues
- Conventional electrophysiological techniques, current and voltage-clamF
- Patch-clamp techniqüe of cultrued and in situ cell

dyes

in cells
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Ca2*-transients in identified leech glial cells
evoked by high K+ and kainate
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l
Molecular identi§ and plastici§ of interglial gap junction communication
Connexins are the channel-forming proteins of gap junctions. Diverse isoforms are expressed in different
tissues. Astrocytes and oligodendrorytes display a diversity in connexin expression. While connexin43,
originally cloned from heart tissue, is highly expressed in astrocytes, oligodendrocytes express connexin32.
Both connexins, horvever, provide different functional properties, i.e. voltage dependence, pH sensitivity.
One of our present projects is to elucidate whether heterologous coupling bets,een both types of makroglial
cells is feasible and to characterize the functional properties of such chimeric junctions. Acormulating
evidences also indicate that the strength ofcoupling between glial cells shows a high degree ofplasticity
according tothe actual functional'requirements of the brain tissue. A further goal of our project is to define
the cell biological aspects which prove responsible for the plasticity of interglial communication.
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Gap junctions between communicating cells

in the central nervous system. Within most cell populations,
junctions form the prlmary route of signal transmission. For neu.ons, gap junctions coexist
with
cü€mical synaptic transnlission. Each compartment as drawn represents the agcregate of zubcoinpartments

gp

with variable requirements for direct intercellular communication.

Michael Bennett, New York
Helmut Kettenmann, Heidelberg
Christian Müller, Tübingen
Harold Kimmelberg, Albany,.New York
David Spray, Nerv York
Otto Traub, Bonn
Klaus Willecke, Bonn
Reto Weiler, Oldenburg

Dermietzel, R., E.L. Hertzberg, J.A. Kessler, D.C. Spray (1991) Gap junctions between cultured astrocytes:

Immunocytochemical, molecular, and electrophysiological analysis. J. Neurosci. ll,142.l-1432.
Säez, J.C., V.M. Bertoud, R. Kadle, O. Traub, B.J. Nicholson, M.V.L. Bennett, R. Dermietzel (1991)
Pinealocytes in rats: Connexin identification and increase in coupling caused by norepinephrine.'Brain
Res. 568, 265-275.
Spray, D.C., A.P. Moreno, J.A. Kessler, R. Dermietzel (1991) Characterization of gap junctions betyeen
cultured leptomeningeal cells. Brain Res. 568, l-14.
Miragall, F., T.K. Hwang, O. Traub, E.L. Hertzberg, R. Dermietzel (lgg2) Expressiön of connexins in the
developing olfactory system of the mouse. J. Comp. Neurol. 325,359-37g.
Dermietzel, R. and D.C. Spray (1993) Gap junctions in the brain. Where, what spe, how many and why?
Trends in Neurosci. (in press).
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Identification of glial-derived neurotrophic factors for mesencephalic dopaminergic
neuror§
Our previous studies have identified mesencephalic glia as a puiative source for a nanrotrophic factor for
mesencephalic dopaminergic neurons. To circumvente quantitative problems in the identificstion and isolation

of the rpsponsible neurotrophic activity, we have immortalized

primary

glia by oncogene

traosfection. Similar to primary mesencephelic glia,conditioned media obteined from the established glialcell
lines inereased the survival and differentiation of dopaminergic neuroilr in senrm-free cultufes of the
disspciated embryonic mesencephalon. Interestingly, thisnanrotrophic effect wassignificantlydecreased after
pretreatment of the cell lines with glucocorticoids. Differential screening of conditioned medium obtained
from süeroid-pretreated and non-treated gliatcell lines resulted in the identification ofa steroid-regulated ,10
kD protein with survivalaromoting effects on dopaminergic neurorxi.
Our future research interest willbe mainly concerned with the purification and sequence analysis of

the identified 40kD protein. Moreover, the expression and distribution of the identified protein in the
developing brain willbe studied by the use of specific antibodies raised against the glial factor. With raspect
to a possible role of the glial factor in the etiology and/or therapy of Parkinson's diesease, we further intend
to more fully characterize the physiological regulation of the identified glial factor by tasting various growth
factors, cytokines and steroids for effects on its synthesis and/or release.

!

',,'

I Cell culture lschniques for neurons and glia
! Evaluation of growth factor effects on neurons and glia
i Immortalization of primary neural cells
I Biochemical isolation of growth factors
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target-derived
growth factor

2)

circutating growth factors,
steroids, etc.
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1.) Classicalview of a direc[
action of growth factors on
neulons.

2.) Gllal cells

as a

integraüve element of
extracellular growth f ac.tor
influences.

Engele, J., Ch. Pilgrim, M. Kirsch, and I. Reisert. Different developmental potentials of diencephalic aod
mesencephalic dopaminergic neuroas in vitro. Brain Res. 4g3:9g-199,19g9.
Engele, J., D. Schubert, and M. C. Bohn. Conditioned media derived from glial cell lines promole zurvival
and differentiation of dopaminergic neurons in vitro: Role of
ic glia. J. Neurosci. Re.s.
30,359-371,1991.
Engele, J. and M. C. Bohn. The neurotrophic effects of fibroblast
$owth factors on dopamiaergic neurons
in vitro are mediated by mesencephalic glia. J. Neurosci. ll: 307&302g,1991.
Engele, J. and M. C. Bohn. Effects of acidic and basic fibrobla.st growth factors (aFGF, bFGF) on glial
precursor cell proliferation: age{ependency and region-specificity. Dev. Biol. 152: 363-372:ß92.
Bohn, M. c.,and J. Engele. Expression and development of phenylethanolamins- N-methyltransferase
(PMVIT) in dissociated cultures of embryonic rat medualla oblongata. Int. J. Dev. Neurosci., in prass.
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Glial Extracellular Matrix in Neural Pattern Formation and Regeneration
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Astrocyües play q important.role in fo-rming neural tissues, for exampli uy goiong
migrating neurons and
groY$ cones üo their destination-or py foging transient tissue boundaries däslgred ä *ärgrt"
neuronal assemblies. W"."ry attempting tg.identify gtial eitracellular matrix (ECM) *ofooi"r *tricf,ärgf,,
mediare t6ese
morphogenetic functionq. In this context, we study in more deaii rcnaüin glycoproteins anf,tfre
recently Oscovered chondroitin suffate proJeoglyq?n syneuran. Tenascin glycoproteinsä türnsiently eipressed
by äsrocytßs düring CNS developnent and delineaie functional procelsing imis in some areas, e.g.-thi
*rn.tor"n*ry
barrel field. The generation of a Ubrary of monoclonal ariritoOies äO tt e design of
i1qggf, Ui*rr"ys serrred to
uncover at lea§t four functional properties of tenascin glycoproteins, namely n"rrnn-birding,
the control of
Puro! migration and of neurite outgrowth, and the räpuhion of neurons and of their processes. Current
investigations aim at the sructural characterization of these functional domains and at th! identification
of
ngural regepors. hrticular emphasis will be devored o ttp elucidation of the repulsive
effecs
T{deme1Lr,
of the molecule. Intercstingly, the glial proteoglycan syneuran influences neuronal differentiaüon anO migfrt

Structural and Functional Characterization of Syneuran
(PGs) consist of glycopotein coreswith at least one glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
side chain covalently attached o serirp or threonine residue(s). PGs are exprressed iä'*"rio,r. tisluäs onte[
sirrrr"o and in the
extrrcellular matrix. For example, at least 25 PG core proteins have been distinguished in rodent
brain. The
functions of individual Pcs.o{ttrg
system are, howerer, not well ctraracüä, partry uecause specific
lryous
rcag€nt§ which would permit their isolation are missing. We used rhe monoclonal antiU6äitnia'Ul pSo-r
wilicfr
binds to the surface of a subclass of murine glial cefs !g vitro o purify tle ctronOloitiri
r'olAti., p-t"ogty.*
(CSPG) §yneuan frrom detergent-free posmaEl mouse brain exracts by a combination of immunoaffinity wittr
ion exchangechromatograpp,
ltr"u*, {snlays an Mr of 800-1000-kD urO possessas; iltsr core glycoprotein of Mr 350 kD. Differential digestion orpurineO syneunrn with chondroitinase ACI or eiu
anO sriUseq,rent
ELISA demonstrated that DSD-I recognizes a chondroitin sulfate/dermatan sulfare hybridiprtope.
OSO'-] is
the firstreagent with thit
of specificity. In order o investigate potential runctionäipropärties, emuryonic
lypt
ls @18) hippocampl-neurons werc grown on syneuran aobrtä to poly-Dl-orniain". unoo these con$tio-ns'-s1n9uran promoted nerrite outgrowth by tCxJ,{to and neuriüe etongätion ry Oj*, praesses which could
be blocked by mab DSD--l-and by enzymatic reäoval of the dermaan srtl"teioriai"iri-cÄc
crrain«r),
observations have established tlut syneuran is up-regulated in CNS lesions, t rplytrgä;Üof
the CSpG not
only
neurohistogenesis, but also in neural- de- and regeneration processes. For these reasons,
the struc^dun1g
ture-function analysis of syneuran will be advanced ano rettiec uy motecutar.irrire

Iofogtycans

9I
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Primary culture of defined neural cell tlpes
In viro bioassays for determination of cäil adhesion, cell repulsion and neurite outgrowth
Generation of monoclonal antibodies 0o neual ECM molecules
Purification and biochemical characterization of neural ECM components
Molecular cloning of neural ECM components, expression of fusion proteins, ig
situ hybridization
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conditions.
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Faissner' A' and J' Knrse

(190) Jlltenascin is a repulsive substrate for central nervous
system neurons. Neuron
5,627-63',1.
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Il_.yer (rgl) Jlltenascin disprays
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(1993) Tenascin glycoproteins in neuäi

Perspectives on Dev. Neurobiol., in the press.
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prtt"ä]äiÄution - facets'of a comptex

picture.

Histological techniques and racing techniques for the study oi interneuronal connections
Correlated light and electron microscopic immunocytochemisry

cultures

i
Slice
Intracellular labeling of neurons and glial cells in fixed slices
In situ hybridization, PCR technique
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The Function of Microglia in Brain rnjury and Disease
It has become increasingly evident that microglia are key elements in
essentially any kind of brain injury or chronic
diseases' Besides astrocytes, they appear to have develoied the
highest sensitivities towards cellular disfunctions or
degeneration. Their resPonses entail proliferation, migration
diff"r"ntiation

*ä
at sites of injury. Inflaflrmatory
reactions in brain, however, seem to be less ptonouri"d than in peripheral
tissues. This may be due to a rather
immature stage of microglial development or to efficient immunosuppressive
molecules made in brain. The
expression of immune mediators during microglial activation and
the
of microglial immune functions by
specific brain-derived factors, therefore, is a major focus of our research
"*rot
interest.

The Molecular Biology of Microglia
The advent of suitable culture techniques for microglia has made possible
it
to study in more detail the expression
and regulation of microglial genes both in isolation and in context
with other cell types. our laboratory has begun
to investigate very early steps of microglial activation on the rnolecular,level.
Inteileukin-3 expression appears to
represent a good marker characterizing this activation, since
mRNA IL-3 is barely detectablä in normal brain.
Moreover, IL-3 adds another T-cell feature to microglia (L-APp : König
et al., t992;k+-channel : Nörenberg et al.,
1992) and gives rise to speculations as to their state of maturation
within the monocytey'macrophage Iineage as well
as to potential compensatory functions due to a relatively low
abundance of T-lymphocytes in Lrain. we have found
that they not only express the microglial growth factor IL-3 but also
the IL-j receptor. Molecules that induce or
increase IL-3 and regulate- IL-3 receptor expression in microglia
are presently under investigation. with the
molecular tools at hand (PCR methodology , in situ-hybridizatio-n),
expression of this cytokine and its receptor in
brain cell aggregates and in the brain proper will be studied ana extendea
to other cytokines and mediators of immune

responses.

König G'' Mönning U., Czech C., Prior R., Banati R., schreiter-Gasser
U., Bauer J., Masters C.L., Beyreuther K.
(1992) J.Biol.Chem . 267, t08M -t 0809.
Nörenberg w., Gebicke-Haerrer p.J., Illes p. (rggz)Neurosci.Lett.

r47, rlr-r74.

Molecular biology methods including NORTHERN-, sourHERN
cloned genes or PCR-fragments,

-,

and

in situ-hybidization and sequencing of

tissueculturetechniquesandimmunocytochemistrytocharacterizecelltypes.
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The strategic position ofastrocytes between the blood capillaries and the neurons and oligodendrocytes supports the
view that astrocytes play a key role in the energy metabolism of the brain. Thus, we are testing our hypothesis that
one function of these cells is as processing plants for the generation from various compounds such as amino acids,
proteins and fatty acids nitrogen-free molecules that can be used by other brain cells (neurons, oligodendrocytes) as

combustiblefuel material.Tothatendmethodsofenzymology, immunocytochemistry,cellcultureandhistochemistry
are used to test for the presence of such functions in astroglial cultures and the brain.

In the past we have shown that in brain the glycogen degrading enzyme glycogen phosphorylase is present in
astrocytes, ependymal cells and sensory neurons. Of the 3 isozymes likely to occur in brain it is to be assessed whether
or not each of them is associated with one cell type. The cellular location of glycogen synthase will be compared with

that of phosphorylase. In astroglial cultures gluconeogenesis from various substrates and its regulation will be
investigated. An effort will be made to immunocytochemically localize in brain the three key gluconeogenic
enzymes. Thegeneration offuelmaterialfromamino acids will bestudied by usingtheketogenicamino acid leucine .
Since for several amino acids the processing to fuel molecules will require the presence of the key enzymes malic
enzyme and AMP deaminase, the cellular distribution in brain of the cytosolic and mitochondrial forms of malic
enzyme,end of the isozymes of AMP deaminase will be analyzed.

Isolation and characterization of proieins - Enzymological techniques- Generation and characterization of mono- and
polyclonal antibodies - Immunocyto- and histochemis§ - Cell culture techniques (primary cultures, cell lines)Studies cf transport and metabolism in cultured cells.
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Glial Physiology of the Retina
;l
it

il

Explanationof lightevokedfieldpotentials andtheElectroretinogramin termsof glial Müllercellpotentials by light
induced extracellular potassium changes.

ll

Ii

ll

Contribution of MäIler cells to the Electroretinogram
:r

I

We measured the extracellular potassium concentration in the dark adapted retina with Corning and valinomycin
microelectrodes. There does not exist a potassium gradient in the retina.
The light induced potassium increases in the proximal retina are smaller than 0.5 mM in healthy preparations of
rabbit, rat and frog retina; they increase in rabbit and rat retina in unhealthy preparations.
The slow potentials in the ERG (c-wave, slow PIII) are not only determined by the potassium decrease around
receptors but also by long lasting potassium changes in the proximal retina of frog and rabbit.

Isolated superfused mammalian retina including RCS-rat-retina
Recording of field potentials
Measurement of extracellular potassium concentration
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Hanitzsch, R. (1993) Cornea-negative and cornea-positive components of the ERG and light induced extracellular
potassium changes. In: Slow activity changes in the brain. @ds.) Haschke, W., E.-J- Speckmann, A. Roltbak,
Birkhäuser-Boston, Basel, Berlin.
Mättig, W.-U., Hanitzsch, R. (1991) Measurements of the exffacellutar potassium concentrations in the isolated
rabbit retina with different kinds of potassium-sensitive microelectrodes. J. Neurosci. Meth. 4O: 127-132.
Hanitzsch, R., Zeumer, Ch., Mättig, w.-U. (1992) The neural retina of the frog contributes a slow cornea-positive

potential to the electroretinogram. Doc. Ophthalmol. 79: 39l-397.
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Intracellular Signal-Transduction-Mech anisms of Neurotrophins
Neurotrophins mediate neuronal survival and the differentiated functions of responsive cells. After release
from target cells the neurotrophins nerve-groü,th-factor (NGF), brain derived growth factor 1BDN9,
neurotrophin 3 (NT3) and NT4/5 interact with their specific high-affrnity receptors trk A, trk B, trk C and
with the common NGF low-affrnity receptor. Ligand activated receptor tyrosine kinase leads to a cascade of
protein phosphorylations finally rezulting in the multiple physiological responses. We have recently
demonstrated that the small G-protein p2lras not only mimics the action of BDNF and NGF in responsive
chicken sensory neurons, but in addition p2lras activify is essential for the neurotrophin mediated action.
The putative proteins "upstream" and "downstream" of p2lras are under investigation. We are using
antisenseoligonucleotides to identi$ proteins that are involved in the regulation of p2lras cycling between
the active GTPöound and the iriactive GDP-bound conformatioir in neurons. The aim of these studies is to
define the intracellular mechanisms underlying neural regeneration and synaptic plasticity.

The Role of p2lras in Glial Cells
In the intact brain, specific populations of neurons constitute a major site of NGF synthesis. However, after
lesion and probably during pathological situations also astrocytes and oligodendrocytes synthesize or respond
to nerve-grorvth-factor: in cultured astrocytes activation of their platelet derived growth factor or epidermal
growth factor receptors by the corresponding ligands leads to a relative increase ofendogenous GTP-bound
p2lras. Activated p2lras strongly induces the synthesis of interleukin-l rvhich in turn stimulates NGF
synthesis in astrocytes. Interleukin-l is able to upregulate its own qynthesis, so that a "feed-fonvard"
mechanism has to be postulated leading finally to an increase of NGF synthesis. NGF induces fiber outgrowth
in cultured oligodendrorytes, stimulates the rate of cell division and increases the level of trkA mRNA coding
for the NGF high-affrnity receptor (collaboration rvith Dr. Althaus/Göttingen). An autocrine action of NGF
has to be postulated, because a) there is evidence for the presence of NGF high-affrnity and NGF low-afünity
receptors, D NGF synthesis has been demonstrated by using anti-NGF-antibodies, e) NGF developes a
multiple action on these oligodendrorytes. The oligodendrog4es rvill serve as a model to dissect the
mechanism of p2lras mediated action of NGF rvith respect to mitogenicity and induction of fiber outgrowth.

Methods of molecular genetics: PCR techniques, cloning techniques, quantative Northern blots etc.
Mikroinjection of singlc cells
Introduction of proteins into a rvhole cell population using the trituration rnethod
Elektrophysiology: patch-clamp techniques on rvltole cells
Synapse formation in culture
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Heumann, B. Hengerer, D. Lindholm, M. Brorvn and H. Perry: Mechanisms teading to increase
in
nerve-growth-factor qynthesis after peripheral nerve lesion. In: Advances in neuronal regeneration
research: Proceedings of the third intenmtional neural regeneration research symposium, ppl25145 (19e0).

M. Brorvn, H. Perry, E.R. Lunn, S. Gordon and R. Heumann: Macrophage

dependence of peripheral
sensory nerve regeneration: possible involvement ofnerve-growth-factor, Neuron 6, l-10 (lgtl).

G'D. Borasio, A. Markus, A. Wittinghofer, Y.-A. Barde and R. Heumann: Involvement of ras p2l in
neurotrophin-induced response of sensory, but not sympathetic neurons. J. Cell Biol. In press.
M- Schörnig, R. Heumann and H. Rohrer: Analysis of the onset of NGF mRNA synthesis in cultures of
developing mouse rvhisker pad, a peripheral target tissue of sensory trigeminal neurons. J. Cell
Biol. In press.
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Transmitter Receptons and ron channels of Microglial cells
Although there is some.controversy about their olgjn, microglia
are generally believed to derive
from monocytes/macrophSges enteiing the brain.ddirä
embryonic development. peripheral immunocytes, includrng *acrop-hages exhibit , äi;ry'oi
,ortage<ep;;il; conductances.
changes in the functional states of päripf,eral immunocytes
rä.*
to be closely related to alterations
in ionic fluxes across the cell tnt*br*ä. ror erampt{'rJt g.<rpendent
outward K+ currents are
more frequently expressed during the activatioo or'nu.ä-ryacrophages
by lipopolysaccharide
pP§). Resting microglia in culturö exhibits only inwardry r".iirying x* it u*är* "
Peripheral immunocyte§ and microglia poises aso erp-sensitive
receptors. ATp opens
nonselective cationic chalne§ and leadi, tleieby, to
in.ir..r in the intracellülar concentration of
C*+ ' In resting microglia ttre duration'or tnr erp-inou..aiembrane depolarization
is extremely
long-lasting because of the absence of outwardly recti§ir!
crrannets.

A;;;y

*

ri

voltage- and Ligand-operated channels of Activated Microgtial Cells
In rat microglia, LP§ and various ottrer stimuli known to activate macrophages (interferon-y, incubation in hydrophobic tephlon bags) lead to the expression of an outwar,i xE .olient in
addition to
the inwardly^regtifying
channels. The two typÄ
channels have a oiferenti4-pharmacological
§+
_of
sensitivity; Cq+ and Ba+ block the former, wüite Cd2+, 4-aminopyridine,
di1# and charybdotoxin block the latter conductance (see cartoon). An increase in- intracelluiar
C*l irhibiÄ";h"
outward K+ conductance, which thereby exhibits features similar to the f,, cu..eni äf lymphocytes.

our aim is to investigate voltage--and ligand-activated currents in cultured microglia. We intend to
carry out experiments in rat and human microglia in order to answer the follow'ing questions. (1)
Do these cells possess gqgr types of ionic channels than those permeable to Kit
ir) Äre ATp-sen'sitive receptors present? (3) Are neuropeptide- and excitatory arrrino acid*eleptois'present?

study of whole cell and single channel currents with the patch-clamp technique
Measurement of intracellular ca2+ concentrations with fluorescent äyes,
Tissue culture techniques

k.L

k'I
LJi
Cs+, 6a2+

UNTREATED MICROCLIA

[*1,
Cs*,

862+
.

k{"

\
kJ,

Io'1

Cd2*, 4-Aminopyridine,

Quinine, Charybdotoxin

TPs-TREATED MICROCLIA

K* channels and their pharmacolo-gical sensitivity in resting and activated microglia. There are no
pre-formed outwardly rectifying K+ channels in restinglmicroglia; ttrese
ch;nnerit:pe
expressed during LPS-reatment.

ili,

Jens Langosch
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Myelinogenesis in the CNS of trout
The myelin-forming cells in the CNS of {ish are extraordinary in their biochemical properties whilst in terms of
morphology they closely resemble mammalian oligodendrocytes. Instead of synthesizeing proteolipid protein,
which is an established oligodendroglial marker they express two Po-like proteins which is a Schwann cell marker.
Furthermore they synthesize a new myelin protein constituent of 36,000 dalton as a major myelin component for
which now molecular equivalent exists in higher vertebrate myelin. During development fish oligodendrocytes
originate from proliferative, A2B5+ progenitor cells and seem to require an adequate extrinsic stimulation for
proper induction and maintenace of myelin gene expression. The major goal is to define the factors involved in the
regulation of these processes at the cellular and molecular level.

Proliferation and differentiation of oligodendroglial progenitor cells
An immunomagnetic cell separation method was developed for isolating oligodendroglial progenitor cells from the
larval trout CNS, which yielded a highly enriched population of viable cells.
The factors potentially involved in the regulation ofcell proliferation and differentiation ofthese cells are currently
being analysed in cell culture. The functional differentiation of oligodendrocytes thereby is followed in parallel by
the occurence of myelin-specific markers as well as the pattern of ion channel expression.
Furthermore work is in progress to clone the genes coding for the majormyelin proteins of tout CNS to generate
probes for in situ hybridization.

Protein bioc.hemistry including electrophoresis and western blotting
Molecular cloning and sequencing of myelin genes
In situ hybridization and immunobytochemistry
Cell and tissue culture techniques
Single channel and whole cell recording with the patch-clamp technique

r.v B. waehneldt-Kreysing (1992) An evolutionary approach to myelin proteins and myelinforming cells in the vertebrate brain. Biochem. soc. Trans., zo:ail-ozt.
Jeserich, G.and A. Stratmann (1992) In vitro differentiation of trout oligodendrocytes:
evidence for an A2B5positive origin. Dev. Brain Res.67:27-35.
Nona, S'N., A' Duncan, A.C. stafford, A. Maggs, G. Jeserich and J.R. Cronly-Dillon (\99})Myelination
of
Jeserich, G'and

regenerated axons in goldfish optic nerve by Schwann cells. J. Neurocytol. 2l:391-401.
Glassmeier, G., G. Jeserich and T. Iküppel (lggz) voltage-dependent potassium
channels in cultured trout
oligodendrocytes. J. Neurosci. Res. 32: 301-309.
Rauen, T., G. Jeserich, N.C. Danbolt, B.I. Kanner (lgg2)Comparative analysis
of sodium-dependent L-glutamate
transport of synaptosomal and astroglial membrane vesicles from mouse cortex. FEBS-Letter
s,312:15-20.
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Mechanisns of pH Regulation in Glial Cells
Currently the i.c. pH changes accompanying e.c. acidosis are snrdied under close conrol of other e.c. facors.
For comparison, the ability of glia o regulate ic. pH after an i.c. acid tmd §fln prepulse technique) is
snrdied using inhibitors of ion channels and ranspaters. It urns out that glial cells acidi$ in e.c. acidosis,
even in the absence of bicarbonate. Acidification is slower than realkalization upon e.c. pH normalization.
An intracellular acid load (at normal e.c. pIO is rapidly compensated bV gUa but in conrast to many other
cell types, amiloride is not very effective o inhibit pH regulaiur. A complete block of pH normalization was
achieved by ZnCl, which by itself carses i.c. acidosis, and, with longer incubation periods, glial necrosis.
Zn* blocks prcton channels, which we hypothesize rnay in vivo turn out important o communicate local
changes of e.c. pH, e.g. in the vicinity of neurons, via glial cells o the microcirculation. In vivo, a 'polar'
spatiäl disribution of proton channels and ion transport€rs could serve to rapidly extrude acid equivalents o
the microcirculation, or even !o alkalize the neuronal environment during activity - in hief to cause local pH
gradiena in the brain. Fuure effsts will be devoted to verify ttris hypothesis using in viro imaging
techniques as well as in vivo approaches with an open cranial windorr technique.

,,i..,,.

'Flüöiescenbe measurements of cytosolic ion concenirations (drial wavblength eiöitaiion)
averager, cell and tissue culfiue
imaging techniques, video microscopy including image intensifier and ave
rcd operating room for small and
techniques, histological laboratory, lactate and LDH analysis, fully equipped
parameters, acid-base statu§ etc.
large animal experiments: laser-Doppler flow, SEP, tissue pOr, respiratory pa

Fig.

l:

Hypothetical polar distribution
of ion channels and antiporters
on certain glial cells supposedly acting as homeootatic elements between neurons and the
microcirculation. The proposed
polarity would enöle the glial
cell to communicate early and
efEciently changes of neuronal

ttpos$.-lilcmon

activity to the vascular bed. In
viro the polarity is lost, thus
allowing ttre investigaor only
o study the net effect of changed e.c. conditions.
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by lactacidosis and glutamate: inhibition by torasemide. Brain Res
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Physiological Properties of MicrogHal Cells
Microglial cells are considered as a resident macrophage population in the central nervous system. We have studied
the physiological properties of microglial cells in culture; based on their membrane channel pattern, we could
distinguish these cells, not only from macroglial cells and neurons, but also from non-brain deri'red macrophages.
Such channel pattern was only found in a subpopulation of bone marrow cells, the stem cells of monocytes. Cultured
microglial cells have the capacity to respond to neuronal signals; the transmitter ATP induced membrane and
cytosolic Ca2'responses in these cells. To overcome the reskictions of the cell culture model, we have recorded from
comparable cells in brain slices, namely invading, ameboid microglial cells at early postnatal age. These cells show
similar physiological properties as their cultured counterparts.

The ameboid microglial cells on the acute brain slice show a characteristic 'behavioural' repertoire such as
phagocytosis and defined movements. One aim of the present project is to characterize these behaviours and
determine its pharmacological properties. A second goal is to compare the physiological prope*ies of the ameboid
with the resting microglial cells. Since microglial cells are involved in most, if not all CNS diseases, the study of
the influence of signal substances on their behaviour might be a prerequisite to determine their role in the normal'
and pathologic brain.

:l'

glial cell (classic view)

»=Lw
A selection of channels, carriers and receptors described in astrocytes and oligodendrocytes
@ottom)
to the classical view (op). on the top left, tle patch-clamp technique is schimaticallylllustrated.
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Analysis of the gene a.rgos
We have identified the geneargos,which is specifically expressed in themidline glial cells in the embryonic CNS.
Molecular and genetic analysis showed that it encodes a szureted, diffusible protein, which is involved in cell fate
decisions during later stages of Drosophila development. To study the function of argos during embryogenesis
we have isolated a set of X-ray and EMS induced alleles. They imply a function of the ARGOS protein during
commissure development. To fully understand the CNS axon pattern defect caused by lack of argos function, it
is important to determine the ARGOS protein distribution during development. Since argos encodes a secreted and
diffusible protein this would reveal the target cells of argos function and in addition would indicate where ARGOS
receptors would have to be expressed. To date we have isolated crgos specific antibodies and identified some of
the argos targetcells in theembryonic CNS. To isolate the ARGOS receptorwe are using agenetic approach, which
so far has revealed one new locus which is closely interacting with argos.

-

germ line transformation, genetics
molecular biology techniques
tissue culture techniques
scanning and transmission electronmicroscopy
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Future projects include the investigation of different immunologically active
substances released from macroph4ges or produced by immunologrcally competent
cells within the CNS like astrocytes or microglia cells concerning their effects on
electrophysiological properties of cultured astrocytes and neurons from new-born
rats. In comparison with these results we plan to study putative effects of
immunologically active substances on human astrocytoma cells.
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While relativÜ little is known about the function of resting microglia, the activation of microglia
has been intelrsively studied. Microglial activation becomes spparent by proliferation, recruitment to

the site of injury, immunophenotypical changes (including an increased expression of the CR3
complemt r€cepüor, MHC class I and II antigens and the receptors for colony-stimulating factors)
and finally their capacity to transform inlo intrinsic phagocytes. In this laboraüory the microglial
reaction is primarily studied in the facial nerve axoüomy paradigm. This has the advantage of leaving
the blood-brain barrier intact which allows the study of intrinsic microglia only. In addition,
micrcglial reections (with a similar repertoire of microglial activation changes) have been examined
in severel other models including ischemia, autoimmune diseases, traumatic and neuroüoxic lesions.
In vitro, microglia show s pronounced cyüotoxicity as evidenced by their capacity üo release reactive
oxygon and irihogen intermedieües as well as proteinases. In summary, these results underline the fact
that nicroglie form an intrinsic imnune defense system of the CNS, and are primed et an early stage
to participale in the CNS immune defense.

The microglie mey be the first cell type üo become rapidly activated in response !o a pathological
stimulus. In recent years we have therefore examined their activation in several experirental
neuropathologies as well as their electrophysiological and frrnctional properties in vitro. Microglia in
vitro have e characüeristic potassium channel patlern which destinguishes them from peripheral
macropheges. It hes recently been shonm that a subpopulation of bone marrow cells shares this
potassium channel pattern. It is now planned üo extend the electrophysiologicat charac0erization of
the microglia, in particular in slice preparations (in collaboration with H. Kettenmann 4 al.). In
addition, the in vivo characterization of microglial reactions will be continued and extended in
several experimental neunrpathologies. One feature of microglial activation is their rapid recruitment
üo the site of injury. Since microglia can migraüe long distances in vitro, migration might be involved
in the process of microglial activation. Using intracerebral transplants of dye-labelled microglia, the
migration of microglia is now being studied in vivo. A new focus of research interest will be aging.
Activated microglia newly synthesize the amyloid precursor protein (APP) and, moreover, a ne\y
alternative splicing form, the I-APP. In collaboration with K. Beyreuther et al. the contribution of
activated microglia to APP formation and, possibly to amyloidogenasis in neurodegenerative
disorders will therefore be further investigated. Furthermore, microglial morphological and
immunophenotypical changes will be examinsd in aged rats as a model of "normal' aging.
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Light and electronmicroscopy for standard histology
Immunocyüochemistry for light and electron microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy
Cell culture techn iques

molecular biology including in particular in situ hybridisation
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Neuropharmacology of the cholinergic system in the CNS
Early studies ofthe cholinergic system ofthe heart showed a strong dependence ofthe synthesis oface§lcholine
on choline availability aqd suggested the mobilization of choline from choline-containing phospholipids by
muscarinic receptor activation via phospholipase D. In the CNS, the availability of choline is of particular
importance incentral cholinergic dysfunction. Wedemonstratedthattheavailability of cholinein theCNS is subject
to homeostatic mechanisms which keep the level of extracellular choline constant after exogenous choline
administration. Both kinetic (rapid choline outward transport) and metabolic (rapid uptake and phosphorylation of
choline by brain cells) mechanisms were identified as major contributors to choline homeostasis. The release of
choline from choline-containing phospholipids, mainly phosphatidylcholine, in the CNS is mediated,by phospholipases
A2 and D which are both subject to regulation by neurotransmitter action. Glial cells, mainly astrocytes, may be
deeply involved in the mechanisms of choline uptake and release and therefore influence the availability of choline
for cholinergic neurons.

Receptor-mediated activation of phospholipase'D in astrocytes
Recent studies indicated that, in the hippocampal slice preparation, phospholipase D has a high basal activity
(measured by formation of phosphatidylpropanol in the presence of propanol). The enzyme was further activated
by aluminum fluoride, an activator of G-proteins, and by glutamate acting on metabotropic receptors. Preliminary
experiments on astroglia-rich cultures, prepared from newborn rat cortex, indicate that astrocytes may be
responsible for these effects. The activity of phospholipase D was increased by both glutamate ( I niM) and aluminum
fluoride (0,01 mM) by 30-1007o. As phospholipase D, besides choline, forms phosphatidic acid and diacylglycerol,
i.e. potent intracellular second messengers, we plan to characterize PLD in primary astrocyte cultures both with
respect to activation by neurotransmitters (type of transmitter, subtypes of receptors involved, possible mediation
by G-proteins) and with respect to intracellular signal transduction (activation of protein kinase C, mitogenic
response). In addition, we will test the hypothesis that asfrocytes contribute to the homeostasis of choline in the CNS.
For this purpose, the choline uptake systems (high- or low-affinity uptake) of astrocytes will be characterized, and
the possible receptor-mediated activation of the choline-releasing phospholipase A2 and PC-specific phospholipase
C will be investigated.

Microdialysis in the conscious animal
Superfusion of brain slices from striatum, hippocampus, cortex
Cell culture: astroglia-rich culture from newborn rat cortex
Measurement of choline, acetylcholine and its metabolites by HPLC-ECD
Determination of phospholipase activities (PLA2, PC-PLC, PI-PLC, PLD)
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Pathways of choline
in the CNS

Regulation ofprotein kinase C
activity by receptor-mediated
phospholipid hydrolysis
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Role of glial cells in central nervous ptasticity
One of the unique features of the cenral nervous system is

is ability

to adapt to environmental influences.

During development this process influences the self-organization of the brain circuitry, in the mature system

it is the basis for memory and learning. Plasticity in the brain includes morphological
e.g. synapse formation and synapse elimination. Our aim is

o

changes in the circuitry,

understand the mechanisms underlying such

processes. Our hypothesis is that glial cetls play a dominant role in such mechanisms of activity-dependent

plasticity.

Are astrocytes involved in hippocampal long-term potentiation?
Our reasearch in the DFG-Schwerpunkt focusses on a possible role of asroglial cells in hippocampal longterm potentiation. Such a role for Blial cells may be based on an activity-dependent neuro-glial information
transf€r and a glia-neuronal interrelation which influences the efücacy of synaptic transmission or
synaptogenesis. The presence of both features is well documented, albeit a direct relation

o

the induction or

manifestation of long+erm potentiation is as yet unproven. We investigate this issue by specific activation or

inhibition of asrocytes and monitoring long-term potentiation in hippocampal slice preparations.

Extra- and intracellular recordings / immunocytochemisry / intracellular dye injection / organotypic cultures

B
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'M' Mäller (190) Dark rearing reards the maEration of asrocytes in resricred layers of cu visual cortex. GLIA
487494.
I' Müller (l»2) A role fo-r_glial cells in activity-dependent central nervous plasticity?

Review and hypothesis.
Rev. Neurobiol. 34: 215-281.
.M. Müller (1992) Asrocytes in cat visual cortex surdied by GFAp and s-100 immunocytochemistry
during

rshatal development. J. Comp. Neurol. 317:3@-323.
& C.M. Mtiller(1992) Postnatal development of dye-coupting among astrocytes in rat visual

.-J. Binmöller

rrtex. Glia 6: 127-l!7.
Schweizer, W. Sreit & C.M. Mülter (1993) Posrraml developmenr and localization
of an Ncontaining glycocojugate associated with nönpyramidal neurons in cat visual
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correx. J. comp.
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Glia-Neuron Molecular Interactions in Neurological Disease and Regeneration
Neural trauma induces a sequence ofdistinct molecular reactions that reflect the differential expression of a group
of specific genes with putative functions in nerve degeneration and repair. We have recently cloned several of these
genes by differential colony hybridization screening of a cDNA library of rat sciatic nerve. Currently the structure
and regulation ofthese genes, their relation to neurological diseases and the biological function ofthe gene products
areinvestigatedusing molecularandcell biological, biochemical and immunologcial methods. Oneof theidentified
genes, PMP22, that encodes a new peripheral myelin protein 22kD, could be linked to the hereditary demyelinating

Charcot-Marie-Tooth 1A neuropathy.
We further investigate the molecular basis of long-term neuronal survival and axonal regeneration in the mammalian
central nervous system. In this respect we focus on the role of astrocytes. Our recent studies demonstrate the
expression ofanewclass of neurotrophic chondroitin-sulfate proteoglycans of astroglial origin. Finally, thecapacity
of the adult marnmalian nervous system to regenerate after lesion is investigated using stereotactically applied cell
suspension transplants of juvenile astroblasts.

Astroglial Proteoglycans with Neurotrophic Activi§

We have shown that extracellular matrix substrat adhesion glycoproteins, cell contact-mediated molecular
interactions as well as diffusible neurotrophic factors ofastroglial or meningeal origin synergistically interact to
support differentiation and long.term suryival of defined CNS neuronal cell cultures. A 300kD neurotrophic
chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan that is biologcially active at nanomolar concentrations has been purified from
serumfree conditioned medium by FPLC fractionation procedures under dissociating conditions. This molecule is
not identical with one of the known neurotrophic factors suggesting a novel principle of neurotrophic action.
In the future project we aim at the functional characterization of this proteoglycan and its mechanism of action as
well as at the biosynthesis and cellular regulation ofexpressign and release by astrocytes. Specific antibodies should
allow to investigate the spatio-temporal distribution of the rieurotrophic proteoglycan in the central nervous system
during development, maturation and aging.

Gene cloning (plasmid/phage/cosmid) and differential library screening; Quantitative PCR-methods;
Retroviral gene transfer; In situ hybridization; Immunocytochemistry;
Protein isolation and purification techniques; Biosynthetic protein labeling;
Primary cell cultures from CNS and PNS; Stereotactic brain lesions;

Cell transplantations into brain.

Peripheral Myelin Protein pWp22

Hypothetical membrane topology of glycoprotein PMP22. Note the fourputative transmembrane
regions and the
two hydrophilic loops (one of which is glycosylated) on the outer surface of the myelin membrane.
The N- and Ctermini of PMP22 are probably located at the cytoplasmic surface of the membrane.
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Molecular Genetics of Glial Cells and Myelin Formation
The differentiation of myelin forming glial cells provides a model system o study principles of neural
development and cellular interactions in üe nervous system. Myelin assembly depends critically on the
cmrdinate and cpll type-spocific expression of a set of genes encoding ttre strucunal myelin proteins. The
expression of these genes is endpoint of a genetic program that underlies üe differentiation of
oligodendrocytes (or Schwann cells) from pluripotent neural stem cells. We are using molecular and
genetic techniques to study the function of myelin-specific genes in normal brain development and in
neurological mutant mice which display genetic defects of myelination. Our major interest focusses on
the role of the proteolipid protein (PLP) in oligodendrocyte differentiation. Mme recently, we have begun
to investigate the molecular mechanism which underlie the cmrdinated exprcssion of the major myelinspecific gerrcs

Helix-loop-helix (HLH) proteins in the glial cell lineage
Following the commitment of neural stem cells to the glial cell lineage, the differentiation of
oligodendrocytes is a default pathway invitro and follows an intrinsic genetic program. The final sage of
this program includes the high-level expression of myelin-qpecific structural genes. The molecular
mechanism that determine glial cell fate and underlie the coordinated expression of the strucural genes,
however, are unknown. In Drosophila and in muscle cell development, comparable cell fate decisions ue
determined by a set of "master regulatory" DNA binding proteins which belong to ttre HLH class of
transcription factors. Using highly degenerate oligonucleotide primers we have been
mammalian bHLH protein that is specifically expressed in pyramidal rrcurons of the
system. V/ith the goal to identify related "master regulatory" proteins of the glial
redirect this search to well defined glial cell populations of ttre cenral and peripheral

able to clorp NEX, a
adult cenral nervous
cell lineage, we will
nervous systern.

cDNA and genomic cloning techniques, generation and analysis of transgenic mice, tissue culture and
gene transfer techniques, immunofluorescence, gene expression analysis.
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Prcdlsted do aln structure d NHG a novet heltr-toophettx (HLH) protetn
ol the mammllan central neryous cystem (Glu, glutamlc acl&rlchi baslg
pl€dlcted DNAblndlng domaln; Prq prolln-rlch domalns).
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Immunocytochemistry
Tracer techniques - Imaging techniques
Confocal laser microscopy - Electron microscopy (TEM, SEM)
Tissue culture techniques
Chemical analysis (8.M. Rodriguez and associates)
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Schematic representation of the Subcommissural organ-Reissner's fiber complex (aSprisk$ in the vertebrate

brain (for details see Oksche et al. 1992; Review article).
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Production of Colony-stimulating Factors by Human Glial Cells
Glial cells are known to produce a battery of polypeptide cytokines that help them to interact with the other
cell types of the central nervous system. In the last two years a lot of data have been raised to elucidate this
glia-neuron and glia-endothelial cytokine network in physiological conditions and pathological alterations

like tumors and inflammation in the central nervous system. A class of polypeptide cytokines that can be
produced by glial cells are the colony-stimulating factors (CSFs). The urget cells of these factors are
inflammatory cells and endothelial cells, which are known to be activated to migrate and proliferate by CSFs.

We have established test systems to assay the production of colony-stimulating factors by glial cells on the
mRNA level as well as on the protein level. G-CSF and GM-CSF is inducible in glial cells by
inflammatory cytokines like TNF and IL-l. Our recent studies indicate that these cytokines are expressed in
high amounts in activated glial cells in inflammatory brain diseases as well as in transformed glial cells.

Expression of Stem Cetl Factor by Astroglial Cells
these glial cell derived factors first identified as a stimulator of the growth of early hematopoitic
progenitor cells termed stem-cell factor (SCD was found to be expressed in the central nervous system
6y in-situ hybridization techniques. Our group was able to detect expression of SCF mRNA species
encoding both for the soluble as well as tlre membrane bound SCF molecules in glial tumor cell lines as
well as in normal cultured glial cells. Furthermore, the cell surface receptor of this factor has been identified

One

of

to be the c.ftrt proto-oncogene product, a member of the tyrosine-kinase receptor family. This SCFreceptor is also widely expressed in certain glial cells as well as progenitor cells of the CNS, so that local
iuxtracrine as well as autocrine mechanisms of the action of this factor seem likely.
The aim of our studies is to investigate the regulation of SCF expression in glial .ättt. W. have recently
identified specific regulators that down- and upregulate SCF expression in fibroblasts and endothelial cells.
The soluble as well as membrane bound SCF proteins will be identified using antibodies generated in the last
year in our laboratory. SCF protein producing cell types of the CNS as well as possible targets (SCF
receptor expressing) cell types will be identified by immunohistochemistry using fresh tiozen slices of
human brain as well as on cultured glial cells. Finally we want to test the hypotheses that glial cells use
SCF as an autocrine factor by the addition of saturating concentrations of rhSCF as well as blocking
experiments using neutralizing antibodies and antisense oligonucleotides against SCF and its receptor.

,:,,,,,,:
Cell culture of normal and malignant glial cells
Cytokine assays (bioassays and immunological assays)
Cytokine receptor studies (Binding studies, chemical crosslinliing)
Immunophenotyping of glial cells. immunohistology
RT-PCR and Northern blots for G-CSF, GM-CSF, SCF and its receptors
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The production of colony-s*y9*_g factors by glial cells is controlled
by inflammatory and rophic factors.
Target cells for G-CSF and GM-CSF are known Io be brain endorhelial
cells which proliferate and migrate in
rcsponse to these CSFs. Astroglia also expresses soluble and membrane
bound lmUj semcai iu.to, (SCD.
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Manfred F. Rajewsky

Carcinogenesis is a multistep process interfering with the differentiation program of cells and varying
mechanistically with both the type and developmentaUdifferentiation stage of cells and the nature (molecular
reactivity) of the carcinogenic agents involved. In the rat, the magnitude of the neuro-oncogenic effect and the
relative proportions of different types of neural tumors induced, are thus strongly dependent on the
developmental stage of the nervous system at the time of pulse-exposure to the DNA-reaitive carcinogen
ethylnitrosourea (EINU). Malignant phenotypes ultimately resulting after the initial (mutagenic) interaction of the
carcinogen with the target cell system appear to originate from proliferation-competint glial and Schwann
precursor cells. Altered control mechanisms of proliferation and differentiation, and abnormal cell-cell and cellmatrix interactions of the "initiated" subset of cells play a crucial role in this process. We are thus focusing our
investigations on genes and molecular control mechanisms critically involved in carcinogen-induced neurooncogenesis in a cell lineage-specific way.

Struiture and Function of Differentiation- and Transformation-Associated Genes in the Brain of the Rat
Our project aims at the characterization of genes whose expression, aberrant expression, or inactivation, are
critically associated with both differentiation and the process of oncogenesis in the developing neryous system of
the rat. Specifically, we intend to clone, and to analyze with respect to possible mutations and biological

function, a gene coding for3 cel! surface differentiation antigen that has very recently been partially ,"qu"n""d.
This glykoprotein (gpr30RB13-61is recognized by the monoclonal antibody RB-13-6 (Kindler-Röhrborn et al.,
Differentiation 30:53-60, 1985). On prenatal day 18 (the developmental window used for neural tumor induction
by pulse-exposure to the DNA-reactive carcinogen ethylnitrosourea, EINU) gpl30R813-6 is transiently
expressed by a small subpopulation of neural precursor cells which differentiate into a subtype of astrocytes,
microglia, and ependymal cells in vitro (S. Blass-Kampmann, Ph.D. thesis, 1991). However, all of the EINUinduced brain tumors thus far analyzed express the antigen, as do a collection of 16 malignant cell ines
transformed in culture after exposure of fetal brain cells to EINU in vivo; reminiscent of the persistent expression
of the mutant neu (erbB-2) gene in malignant schwannomas induced by EINU in the peripheral nervous system of
the rat (investigated in a separate project presently supported by the Fritz Thyssen Foundation).

,
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Extracellular matrix and cell surface components expressed by glial cells
During extension, navigating growth cones are confronted with the surface of glial cells. In vitro
.whereas
those of
experiments have stpwn that the surface and the ECM of asEoglial cells support
oligodendrocytes of some animal species inhibit axonal growth. In con&ast to the axonal surface the
composition of the glial plasma membrane has not been studied in great detail. Although it is known that
glial cells syntlesize several ex@ellular matrix proteins including tenascin and laminin it has not been
analyzed whether tlrcy also express resrictin and the lg-like proteins Fll and neurofascin. Furtlrcrmore,
receptors of the axonal Ig-like proteins including Fl l, neurofascin and NgCAM have not been characterized
so far on glial surfaces. The major aim of our future research in the DFG Schwerpunkt is therefore to
identify proteins on glial surfaces implicated in axon extension and which interact with the axonal Ig-like
proteins and restrictin.

Protein chemical methods
Tissue culture techniques
lmmunological methods including hybridoma technology
DNA recombinant technology
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Neurofascin

Restrictin

Basic domain organization of the axonal cell surface proteins Fll, neurofascin and the ECM glycoprotein
resfüctin. Ig-like domains are shown as loops and FNltr-related repeats are represented as rectangles.
Reshictin is composed of three identical polypeptides which are linkod at the Nllr-terminus by disulfi&
bridges.
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Types and Topogrsphy of Ion channels tn Glial (Müller) cells
Single-Channel Patch'Clamp Sttdies
Müller cclls tave shown
ät"onel*. In adult rabbit Mütter cells, we found at least four typcs, viz'

Oüirn whole-cell and (preliminar) single-channel petch-ctamp sudies on mammrlian

that these cells express mainly k+
probably, ATPdependent
inward-rectifiers, A orrrent channels, delayed rectifiers, and symmetrical channels;
different types of K+
K+ channels are expressed as well. Furthermore, we got preliminary evidence that üe
a distribution Pattern that allo$'§
channcls are not randomly distributed acrms the membnnc, but nther form
One aim of the intended project is to reveal a "mapn of ion channel expression
"f""oo*
Mälter cell membrane, in order to detect spatio-temporal rules of channel
developing
across the adult and
this program will be
insertion into the Müller cett memurane. Possible neuron-toglial signals controlling

irräil;; *;
*ted

ir,

*lf

culture systems.

sevcral families of
Another goal is to evalurte the genetic identity of the expressed K+ channels. Recently,
g"o", mä been identified that encode dilferent typcs of voltage-sensitive K+ channels, mainly for A-type and
it will become
äelayed rectifying cunen6. Presently, the first inward-rectifier channets are cloned. Thus,
more on the
to
learn
and
cells,
Müller
by
expressed
channels
of
identity
molecular
porjU" to reveai tbe
mechanisms controlling both development and mature fttnction of these glial cells.

living cells)
Study of whole cell membrane currents with the patch-clamp technique (in isolated
interactions
neuron-glia
Use of retinal wholemounts to analyze
Measurement of glial cell surface complexity with fractal analysis
Retroviral vector labeling of retinal cell clones
Cell and organ culture techniques
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The rabbit is choosen as experimental animal since we collected
ample data on structure and development of its retina and Müller

(glial) cells.

Isolated retinal wholemount preparationsi are used for recording

#

W

of

currents over the Müller cell membrane during light stimulation.

Isolated living Müller cells are used for whole-cell patch-clamp
studies of voltage- and ligand-activaüed ion curents.

Ion orrents through channel proteins in clamped membrane
patches will be studied in both oell-athched and inside-out
configuration.
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Liposomes and Immunoliposomes as Carriers for Cytostatic Drugs, Magnetic Resonance
Contrast Agents and Genetic Material
Liposomes are spherical lipid vesicles with one or more aqueous compartments. Depending on the liposome
preparation method and the physico-chemical properties of hydrophilic or hydrophobic or even macromolecules
e.g. DNA can be incorporated into the aqueous or lipid phase. For cell specific targeting of liposomes antibodies
can be covalently attached to the liposome zurface.
The investigations are focused on the use of liposomes as carriers in chemotherapy and gene therapy of tumor cells.
This approach will be made by the i)encapsulation of cytostatic agents (carboplatin, 5-fluorouracil, mitoxantron),
ii) encapsulation of lipophilic Fe3*-MR contrast agents, the physico-chemical characterization of the encapsulated
substances and the in vitro and in vivo testing and the iii) encapsulation ofcytokine gene carrying retroviral vectors
into anti-CEA (carcino-embryonic-antigen) harbouring immunoliposomes and their in vitro/in vivo testing in
appropriate human tumor cells, such as glial tumors.

Liposomal mediated gene transfer to glioblastoma cells in vitro and in vivo and studies on
changes of cell to cell interactions after transfer
The aim of the study will be the preparation of liposomes containing cytokine gene carrying retroviral vectors and
the cell specific gene transfer of these vectors into rat and human gliqblastoma in vitro and in vivo. The pM3 neo
based retroviral vect6r carrying the human tumor necrosis factor (TNF) cDNA will be transferred into glioblastoma
cells. The gene transfer efficiancy will be assessed, the integration of the vector DNA and the expression of the
cytokine in tumor cells will be analyzed on DNA, RNA and protein level respectively. We will investigate the
influence ofthe expressed TNF on cell morphology, surface antigens and potential alterations ofthese antigens, the
expression of adhesion molecules (ICAIVI- I etc.) or the expression/induction of other cytokines (IL- I , IL-2,IL-6)

in vivo.

Liposome preparation and characterization methods

Retroviral vector construction methods, DNA, RNA and protein detection
Surface antigen and adhesion molecule determination
Tissue culture techniques
Surgery techniques establishment of in vivo rat glioblastoma model
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Liposomal gene transfer of human TNF into glial tumor cells and subsequent changes of surface antigens and
induction of cytokine expression in the tumor environment.
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Development and Differentiation of Neuronal and Glial Cells in vitro
Environmental factors, such as cell-substratum-adhesion, soluble cytoplasmic factors and cell-cell-adhesion
molecules, are involved in the process. of brain cell differentiation. Also, trophic interactions between developing
nerve and glia cells are regulated by cell surfaee components, and cell surface glycoproteins may provide the
specificity which is required to regulate cell-cell-recognition processes. We have applied primary cultures of
embryonic rat forebrain and clonal cell lines (PClz, Neuroblastoma Nl15) to investigate the molecular events
underlying neuronal differentiation in vitro. In particular the biochemical regulation of glycoproteins and their
functionalroleand the involvementof extracellularfactors (NGF, ACTH-fragments, cAMP-analogues) in nervecell
maturation was investigated.

i l:i
i: !l

Neurotoxic Influences on Growth and Differentiation of Glial Cells in vitro
In response to injury a sequence ofpathological changes occurs in the central nervous system, termed reactive gliosis.
During this process astrocytes become hypertrophied, increase their mitotic activity and accumulate glial fibrillary
acidic protein (GFAP). The molecular events that characterize this process are far from being understood, and also

the role and reactions of oligodendrocytes in this process remain elusive.

The aim of our project is to characterize the $owth and differentiation of rat brain macroglia (astrocytes and
oligodendrocytes) in vitro on the cellular and molecular level. Glia cell cultures will be analysed (l) under normal
growth conditions and in the presence of cAMP-derivatives, and (2) in the presence of neurotoxic agents (organotin
derivatives). In particular, the molecular organization of cytoskeletal elements and the involvement of second
messenger systems during the process of polymerization/depolymerization, and the formation of myelin-membranes

will be investigated.

Cell culture techniques
Immunocytochemical methods
Protein analytics (1- and 2-dimensional gel-electrophoresis, Western blotting)
RNA, DNA analytics (Northern, Southern blotting), HPLC-analysis
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Functional Role of Neurotransmitters in lntercellular Communication
ln recent years we have found several receptors for neurotransmitters in neurons and
gtial cells. The receptors characterized so far are associated with cation channels.
Receptor stimulation avokes marke{ .changes in the intra- and extracellular concentrations of Na*, K+, H+, Caz+ and Cl-. The different receptors are not
homogeneously distributed in the nervous system: Neuropile glial cells possess
receptors for serotonin, acetylcholine and glutamate, whereas'Retzius neurons are
lacking acetylcholine receptors. Furthermore, pur unpublished results suggest that other
neurons have neither acetylcholine nor glutamate receptors. By using electrophysiological methods and fluorescent-dye techniques we investigate the mechanisms
by which neurotransmitters induce the ion activity changes. We want to map the
distribution of neurotransmitter receptors in the leech central nervous system, and from
that we shall get more insight into their role in neuron-glial interaction.

t

eonventional electrophysiological methods

* lon-sensitive microelectrode techniques
* Simultaneous monitoring of two different

ions using a microscope-based

fluorometric system
technique for single channel and whoie-cell recording
i Histochemistry and autoradiography

* Patch-clamp
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Differentiation of oligodendrocytes from their precur§or§
highly motil
The myelin-producing glial cells of the entral nervous system develop during ontogenesis tom
In the
differentiating.
before
prccursor cells which in some instances have to mignte ovcr large distanccs
ells are still
pa§t we have asked the question at wbat stage of differentiation oligodendrocyte precursor
obcrrrc. It is
capable to migrate. The factors influencing the migration of precunor cells are largcly
Onc of tbe
unknown why and how oligodendrccyte prccursor cclls are immobilized at their final destinrtion.
precursor cells is
aims of our prG§ent study is to rddress the question how migration of Öligodendrocyte
and terminated, which intcractions occur betwcen prccur§ors and their neighboring reuronal

initiated

the role
elements, glial cells and/or extracellular components. We plan to address these question by analyzing
of growth factors in chemotactic assays, and by studying the role of transmitter receptors and intracellular
pathways. We plan to quantify these effects by time lapse video microscopy. This project will be

signal

help to
important in understanding why some parts of the central newous system lack myelination. It might
understand which cellular prcoesses ar€ necessary üo perform successful regeneration.

Tissue culture techniques

lmmunocytochemical

sta

ining techniques

Ultrastructural evaluation of lucifer yellow filled photoconverted cells
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Postnatal gliogenesis in the nerve fiber layer of the rabbit retina: An autoradiographic
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11:3008-3024
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mouse corpus callosum slice. Europ J Neurosci 4:1271-l?ß4
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- have been characterized and were found to be
Several neurotrophic factors - such as NGF, BDNF and cNTF

neuronal cell population. Basic FGF
essential for the survival, neurite outgrowth and maintenance of certain
cell population of the mammalian
major
the
for
neurotrophic
are
(Fibroblast Growth Factor) and acidiJ !'GF
of this FGF gene family (FGF I to
members
seven
hippocampus.
öNS, trr" pyramidal n.oror. of the cortex and
to FGF-R4. The particular roles of these
FGF 7) are presently known and four different FGF receptors FGF'RI
system remain to be established'
nervous
adult
and
developing
fCfs and their.esp"ctive receptors in the
receptors and several immediate emly
FGF
of
FGFs,
gene
ixpiession
We are investigating in our laboratory the
and under neurotoxic conditions
normal
under
neurons
genes both in astrocytes and in irippoiampat
and by toxic concentrations o
peroxide
hydrogene
from
production
fteurotoxicity can be induced by free raAicat
NGF in asüocytes points to a
and
FGF
both
induce
can
glutarnate
the neurotransmitter glutamate. The fact that
activ§-dependent glutamate
the
between
interaction
an
interactions and

new avenue of neuron-astroglial

molecules which eventually could
we will further investigate the induction of FGFs and FGF receptors by small
neuronal regeneration' Our basic
of
processes
lead to clinical applicaiions in neurodegenerative diseases and in
system and its receptors on one hand
research interest is the interaction betrnien the glutamate neurotransmitter

gene family) on the other hand' Both
and the neurotrophic factors and their receptori (especially of the FGF
on astocytes.
nrolpty regllated O,
types of receptoÄ are found on neurons
these
irrnaing the second messenger pathways and the regulatory immediate early genes' understanding
healttr
in
interaction
interactions at the molecular level will be the foundation for understanding neuron-asfioglial

-d
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metabotropic glutamate receptors on
Thus we will continue to explore the role of the different ionotropic and
early g::":
astrocytes in the induction of gene expression for individual immediate
conditions induced by glutamate
toxic
under
of
FGF
effect
protective
rtre
Ntr;.
(FGFs
and
neurotrophic factors
cell cultures and in-vivo in the
and/ or free radicals will be further inverstigated - both in-vitro in hippocampal
in neuropathological
ischemic rat. Finally gene-transfected astrocytes will be used for cell transplantation

91::c,"i::l,Tl::l

conditions.

Primary cell cultures of astrocl,tes and neurons from rat cortex and hippocampus.
Fluorescence assays for cell survival and for calcium measurement.
Immunohistochemistry and in-situ hybridization'
Methods of molecular biology for gene expression and antisense strategy.
protein analysis.
Biochemical methods for glutamate receptor binding, glutamate uptake and
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Neuron-Astroglial Interaction mediated by bFGF and Glutamate (Glu)
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inhibit DNA synthesis of rat astrocytes. Neuro Report 3, pp. a3-46.
Pechan, P., K. Chowdhury and W.Seifert (1992) Free radicals induce gene expression of NGF and bFGF
in rat astrocyte culture, Neuro Report, 3, pp. 469-472.
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Astrogtial influences on the difrerentation of microglia, monocytes and macrophages

Mi-minmosipathologicalstatesofthenervou§§y§tem,includingaidsandAlzheimer's

confer a unique
diseasJ. They differ from resident mecrophages in other orgam by several properties which
these cells are
functional versatility to these immuneffeclor cells. We propose that the distinctive- properties-of
that at least two of
induced in myelonionocytic precursors by interaction with astroglia, and have so far shovm
are not intrinsic
the distinct pioperties of th" -i"roglia, i.L. their ramified morphology and membrane currents,
cells, since
to this subpÄpuiation of macrophages, but are acquired subsequent to their interaction with astroglial
can
be induced
develop, when microglia are cultured on fibroblasts, and (ii) identical properties
(D they ao
"ot
findings demonio Uotn Ut*A monocytes and spleen macrophages, when these are cultured on astrocytes. These
studying other
strate that distinct properties äf microgtia are induced by astroglia. We are now inüerested in
of astrogliai-microglial interaciions, like e.g. proliferation, and additionally are starting to investigate
aspects

the mechanisms of the interactions between these cells.

Cell culture of astroglia, microglia, oligodendrocytes, neurons, macrophages fron-r different sources, monocytes.
Il;aüeaüture of brain slices of different ontogenetic stages, retinal explants'
Immunohistochemistry, proteia purification, in situ-hybridization, autoradiography.

Time lapse videomicroscopY.
Study of single channel and whole cell membrane currents with the patch-clamp lschnique.
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Schematic drawing of the re.sults of cross coculture experiments to lest the hypothesis that astroglial cells
induce morphological properties specific to microglial cells not only in the.se cells themselves, but also in
monocytes and macrophages. Additionally, physiological properties like the specific pattern of membrane
channels are also induced in all three groups ofcells by astrocytes
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Differentiation of Astroglial Cells
criterias (fibroblastic Different criterias are used to classify astrocytes. (i) in situ according morphologicalaccording regional
(iiD
biochemically
protoplasmatic), (ii) in cell cultures accÄrding immunocytochemical criterias,
description' This
evpry
by
described
peculiarities (i.e. expression of receptors). It seems that different cells are
äiscreparcyirthebacigroundofourinvestigations.weareseekingfortheinvivocorrelatoftheimmunocytochemically
of the myelin deficient rat. Another subject
characterized type II asuocyte using as model system the norvus opticus
in cell culture'
of our investiguiionr are interactions of astrocytes with other cell types

Interactions between Meningeal and Astrocytic Cells
cells induce in these cells the growth of
Cultivated astrocytes are epithelioid cells. Conditioned media of meningeal
meningeal cells the
;ilI* il;r"r tt " asträcyte thus becoming a stellate cell. In cocultures of astrocytes and cells
and material of
meningeal
adjacent
astrocytic dendrites additionally develop terminal buttonlike extensions on
hypothesis
working
to
the
observationslead
abasementmembrane is found in the inierface of bothcelltypes. These
limiting
of
the
direction
growth
in
that (i) meningeal cells in situ secrete a factor inducing an astrocytic dendritic
cell
membrane
to
the
is
bound
factor, which
membrane and (ii) that meningeal cells produce a second non diffusible
to the formation of the glia limitans
leading
meninges,
and/or
pioduced
astrocytes
by
matrix
and/or extracellular
superficiales.

of the glial timiting membrane'
Our goal is to characterize the processes involved and leading to the formation

Tissue culture techniques
Protein chemical methods

Immunocytochemistry
ElectronmicroscoPY

I

I

Gocht, A. and Struckhoff, G. (1992) The myelin deficient (md) rat is deficient not only in oligodendrocytes,
but also in type II astrocytes. Clin. Neuropathol. l1: 283
Sievers, J., Struckhoff, G. and Puchner, M. (1993) Interleukin 1ß does not induce reactive scar astrogliosis,
neovascularization or scar formation in the immature rat brain. Int. J. Devl. Neuroscience 10, in press.
Struckhoff, G. (1993) Activity of sorbitol dehydrogenase during development of the rat brain. J. Hirnforsch 34,
in press
Struckhoff, G. (1993) Dipeptidylpeptidase II (DPP II) in astrocytes of the rat brain. Dev. Brain Res., submiffed
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Differentiation and function of radial glial cells during cortical development
In vivo experiments with tate - devetoping radial glial cell populations in the cerebellar cortex and dentate gyrus
and the corresponding neuronal strata have demonstrated e crucial role of the overlying mesenchyme, the
meninges, for both the establishment of a radial phenotype in glial cells and the migration of undifferentiated
neurons. Meningeal cells as well as other fibroblasts release a species -specific activity, that stimulates neuronal
emigration from the cerebellar external granular layer (EGL). By a contact - mediated interaction, fibroblast§
induce the differentiation of fasciculating radial glial ce[s guiding neurunal migratim, an effect, that in part can
be mimicked by the application of laminin zubstrata, but not other components of the besement rembrane.
Functional role of cell - surface gtycosyl tramferases as adhesion molecules for neurcns and glia
The ß(1,4) - galactosyltransferase @C 2.4.1.38) mediate and regulaüe cell contacts to laminin substraüa and
possibly other cells in a number of in vitro cell sysüems. The speific blockade of this enzyme is also effective
in inhibiting glial cell contacts to laminin and is discussed as a possible pathomechanism for the development
of the reeler malformation of cortical development.

Analysis of an in vitro model of cortical development
Owiropea a two - chamber slice culttrie-moaa to investigate the underlying mechanisms of cellular
the
interactions not only between migrating neurons and redial glia, but also tho mechanism of induction of
meningeal
analyzing
We
are
currently
influences.
mesenchymal
radial phenotype and neuronal migration due to
cell cocultures with slice explanL as (i) a model for the surface - associated neuronal migration witlia thg
cerebellar EGL and (ii) theii function of inductors of radial glial cells. Conceming the underlying molecula4
mechanisms, we are investigating a cell - surface associated galactosyltransferase as a cell contact mechanismThereby, we have set out to establish a culhrre model of the reeler malformation of cortical development üo
nilyzn enzyme distribution by incubation with labelled specific ligands and antibodies and function by
-type
applying blocking substances during migration in vitro in order to comPare the effects observed with wild
and reeler culhrres.

w" n*ä

qrllcqllurg ds§rgyt"t, meningeal 9r!lt eld fibroblasts derived from other tissues
Tissue culture of brain slices of different ontogenetic stages
Two - chamber coculture systems to analyzn contact- and difftrsion-mediated interactions
Immunohistochemistry, in situ - hybridization
Time - lapse videomicroscopy
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Hartmann, D.; Pehlemann, F,W.; Berry, M. (1992) Development of astroglial cells in
the
proliferative matrices, the granule cell layer and the hippoc4npil nsr"re of
the hamster dentate gyrus.
J. Comp. Neurol. 32O : I - 32
§ieY,-els' J.;

flfi{mann, D.; Sievers, J.; Pehlemnnn, F.W.; Berry, M. (lgg})Destnrction of meoingeal
cells over
the mrcdial cerebral hemisphere of newborn hamsters prevents the formation
of the ilfrapyramidal
blade of the dentaie gyrus. J. Comp. Neurol. 320 : 33 _ 6l
Hartmann, D.; Fehr, S.; Sievers, l. (1992) New concepts on the development of the
dentate gyrus.
In: Development of the Central Nervous System in Vertebrates; S.C. Sharma und A.M.
Goffinet
(Eds); Plenum Press, New York; pp. 225 - 24g
sievers, J.; Pehlemann, F.w.; Gude, S.; Hartmann, D.; Berry, M. (1993) The development
of the
radial glial scaffold of the cerebellar cortex is related to the piesence of GFAp-positive
cells in the
external granular layer. Submitted to J. Neurocytol.
Hartmann, D.; Sievers, J. (1993) Meningeal cells stimulate neuronal migration and induce
the formation of radial glial fascicles from the cerebellar external granular layer. Manuscript in preparation
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variety of voltage- and ligandRecent studies have indicated that glial cetls in cell culture can express a
on glial cells in si'u as
receptors
and
channels
of
membrane
presenoe
activated ion channels. To test for the
slices of the postnatal
brain
to
technique
patch-clamp
the
we
apply
well as to access neuron-glia interactions

dyes during the
bippocampus. For cell ldentification, cells under study are filled with fluorescent
were acutely
cells
detail
more
properties
in
channel
quantify
to
electrophysiological recordings. In addition,
pattern, we
current
membrane
on
lhe
Based
analysis.
prior
current
to
isolated from the same brain areas
voltageexpress
cells
These
hippocampus.
postnatal
in
the
distinguished at least four different güal cell §pes
brain,
the
in
neurotransmitters
abundant
the
most
for
!rt.J"Nr*-, K+- and Ca2+-cnannels and receptors
as
receptors
glial
transmitter
properties
of
the
in
Cene and glutamate. Our studies demonstate differences
compared with their neuronal counterparts.

Neuron-glia interactions
Glial cells lack the ability to generate fast action potentials but they are excitable cells. It

seems very

likely

of various
that they are activated during normal physiological processes. Judging from the ir siln expression
we
regions
and
synaptic
processes
glial
glial mämbrane receptors and the very close association between
interactions
analyze
To
Iupp*" that glial cells directly influence the information transfer between neurons.
record
tetween gliaicelts and neurons wc stimulate neuronal tracts in the hippocampus and simultaneously

*rr.rpoodiog räsponscs in identified neurons and nearby glial cells. We intend to induce long lasting

feeds
changis in the synaptic efficacy such as LTP or LTD to look whether this change of neuronal activity
back onto glial cells.
It is well known from cell culture and a few in siru studies that glial ion channels are up- and down regulated
during developmenL Therefore, in our analysis of hippocampal neuron-glia interactions we have to address
the important issue of channel expression in glial cells during maturation.

alysis with the patch-clamp technique in situ and in acutcly isolated cells
Membrane current anall
technique lo record transtnitter responses with high time resolution
Concentration clamP ter
atalyze neuron-gl ia intera ctions
Use of brain slices to an
:menls for cell identification
Fluorescence measurem
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On the left side, the application of the pach-clamp technique to hippocarnpal brain slices is schematically
drawn. Glial cells are clamped at a negative holding potential (e.9. -70 mV) and voltage- (a,b) or transmitteractivated mernbrane currents (cd) are analyzed.
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potassium currents in identified glial cells of the mouse hippocampal slice. Hippocampus, in press.
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Among the glial cellular elements oligodendrocytes play a pivotal role in myelogenesis. Our structural sEdies on
myelin proteins (e. g. proteolipid protein) and the transition to the molecular biology approach has led to PLP
gene structure, chromosornal location and studies of the temporal and spatial expression of the main myelin
proteins. In addition, the molecular events of the X-chromosomal dysmyelinosis of the rat (md-rat) and man
@elizaeus-Merzbacher disease) have been elucidated.
Besides,the myelin proteins the enzymes responsible for the explosive synttresis of the complex oligodendrocyte-specific sphingolipids are the target of our contribution towards an understanding of the "maturation process" of the brain.
The incidental discovery of the neurotransmitter glutamate transporter of CNS has opened up an additional

exciting field.

OIi godendrocyte development
At present we are establishing the transgenic mouse model by homologous recombination in order to leam about
the functions of PLP and its isoprotein DM20 each solely expressed during the differentiation of oligodendrocytes and also to establish disease models in myelination in the rat.

Of particular interest is the multiple fatty acylation of proteolipid protein and the biological meaning of the
dynamics of this acylation process.

A1l recombinant DNA techniques - in vitro expression, stable expression cell lines (oocyte expression), in situ
hybridization techniques, immunocytochemistry, protein purification and analysis, enzymology, complex lipid
analysis, tissue culture techniques, embryonic stem cell and homologous recombination, transgenic mouse.

*
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l) T. Weimbs and W. Stoffel (1992) hoteolipid Protein (plp) of CNS Myelin: positions of Free, Disulfide
Bonded, and Fatty Acid Thioester-Linked Cysteine Residues. Implications for the Membrane Topology of p1p.
B io c he mi s t ry 31, 12289 - 1229 6.
2) F. Schließ and W. Stoffel (1991) Evolution of the Myelin Integral Membrane Proreins of the Central Nervous
System. B io l. C he m. H o ppe - S eyle r 37 2, 865 -87 4.

3) M. Körner and W. Stoffel (1993) Proteolipid Protein Promoter Definition as Transgene in the Mouse (sub-

mitted).
4) D. Boison and W. Stoffel (1989) Myelin-Deficient Rat A Point Muation in Exon III (A-+C, Thr75-rpro) of
the Myelin Proteolipid Protein Causes Dysmyelination and Oligodendrocyte Death. EMBO t.8,3ZgS-3302.
5) T. Storck, S. Schulte, K. Hofmann, and W. Stoffel (1992) Structure, Expression and Functional Analysis of a
Na-Dependent Glu/Asp Transporter from Rat Brun. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U§Ä 89, 10955-10959.
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The origin of cell diversity in the CNS
The mechanisms that underlie the transformation of the two{imensional sheet of neural ectoderm into the
highly specified threedimensional nervous system belong to the m4jor unsolved problems in developmental
bi;bgy. The embryonic development of the CNS involves three principal steps, namely the specification of
the nlurogeni" ,"gioo of the ec-toderm, of the metameric units (neuromeres) and their identities and of the
pr""rr.or1"il identitie.s within these units (cell lineages). The determination of these regional and cellular
analyze on the cellular as well as
ir.titio is mediated by positional information and cell-communication. We
Drosophila.
of
molecular level aspects of these processes during eady CNSdevelopment
To investigate thi spatial and iemporal dynamics as well as the contribution of intrinsic versus extrinsic
faclors a*i"g cell-fate determination we trace the developmept of individual cells in situ, in vitro and upon
heteroüopic, h.f"ro"n ooic and heterogenetic transplantations. To identi$ and characterize genes and their
products involved in specific determinative events we use the tools of mutant analysis and molecular genetics.

Molecular mechanisms underlying gtia-detemination in the CNS of Drosophila
and characterize genes involved in the determination of glial cell typas, and to produce
cell-specific markirs we performed a large scale enhancer-trap screen. We applied a modification of the
thi§
method using the yeast transcription factor GAl,4 as a reporter gene. Enhancer traps generated with
a
which
constnrct allow one to express any cloned gene linked to the GAI-zl binding site (UAS) in the cells in
(usually
the
reflecting
particular GpgA enhancer trap is active. The respective GAI-ut expression pattems
strain
carrying a
transformant
with
a
by
crossing
demonstrated
are
Drosophila-gene)
a
nearby
of
Ltirity
secondary reporter construci (e.g.-ß-gal-kinasin) linked to UAS. For a number of lines expressing the reporter
in embryonic glial cells wearulyzed the spatial and temporal pattems of expression in detail. One of these

ki order to identify

lines cakes tüe p-element insertion in the gene eagle. To generate mutant alleles we remobilized the pelement. We began to clone this region.

Further studies are aimed at a detailed molecular characterization of the eagle gene to clariff the function of
this gene with respect to glial development. Using our enhancer-trap lines we will investigate additional genes
whiÄ are presumably involved in glia determination and differentiation. Taking advantage of the qAL4
plan to ablate various glial cell types by the expression of cell autonomous toxins to look for
system *"

"lro

Labelling of single cells in vivo with lineage tracers (e.g. HRP; DiI); cell transplantations; primary culture of
individual cells; immunohistochemistry; time-lapse videomicroscopy and image processing; 3Dreconstructions; genetics; mutagenesis; enhancer-trap techniques; germ line transformation; mosaic analysis;

in situ hybridisation; molecular genetics
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Three types of precursors segregate as single cells from the insect neurogenic ectoderm: neuroblasts (NB)
*ith pq." neuronal progenies, glioblasts (GB) giving rise only to glial cells and neuroglioblasts §GB) which
produce both, neurons and glia. The mechanisms leading to the decision towards glial cell fate are currently
unknown and are the subject of our investigations.
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Becker

T and Technau GM: Single cell transplantation reveals interspecific cell communication in Drosophila
chimeras. Development 109, 821-832 (1990)

Lüer

and Technau GM: Primary culture of single ectodermal precursors of Drosophila reveals a
dorsoventral prepattern of intrinsic neurogenic and epidermogenic capabilities at the eady gastda

K

stage. Development 116, 377 -385 (1992)
Prokop A and Technau GM: The origin of postembryonic neuroblasts in the ventral nerve cord of Drosophila
melanogaster. Development I I 1, 79-88 (1991)
Schmidt-Ott U and Technau GM: Expression of en and wg in the embryonic head and brain of Drosophila
indicates a refolded band of seven segment remnants. Development 116, 111-125 (1992)
Technau GM: Experimental approaches for studying the development of the central nervous system in
(1992)
Drosophila. Verh. I)tsch. Zool. Ges. 85.2,
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Development and function of myelin-forming Glia
The main focus of the group is the regulation of myelination by oligodendroglial cells and the cellular and
molecular mechanisms rcgulating remyelination of demyelinating lesions. Prior to fmming myelin lamellre,
the oligodendroglial precursor cells migrate, proliferate and interact with the axonal surface upon which the

myelin sheattr is to be laid down. In order to generate sufficient quantity of material to facilitate biochemical
analysis

of the surface recepüors involved in such interactions, we have generated a range of lines ol

immortalised glial cells using oncogene+arrying replication-defective retroviruses. These cell lines interact

with axons in vitro and in vivo after mnsplantation into demyelinated lesions. They thus express the
spectrum of cell surface recepüors required for these specific interactions.

Tis§üe culture of §üä öells and neuoni.
Use of retroviruses.
Standard biochemical techniques.

Generation of monoclonal antibodies.

,

i
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Sontheimer, H., Kettenmann, H., Schrchne,r, M. and Trotter, J. (1991) The neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) modulates K+ channels in cultrued glial pecursorcells. Eur. J. Neurosci. 3:230-236.
Tro[er, J., Crang, A.J., Schachner, M. and Blakemore, W-F. Lires of gtial precur§or cells immortalised with a

temperature-sensitive oncogene give rise to oligodendrocytes and astrocytes on transplantation ino
demyelinated lesions in the cenral nervous system' Glia, in press.
Trofer, J. The development of myelin-forming glia: snrdies with primary culures and immortalised cell lines.
Perspectives on Dev. Neurobiol., in press.

Trotter, J. and Jung, M. The isolation of oligodendrocyte progenitor cells by fluorescence-activated cell
sorting. Neuroprotocols: A Companion O Methods in Neurosciences, in press.
Jung, M., Pesheva, P., Schachner, M. and Trotter, J. Asfocytes and neurons regulate the expression of the
neural recognition molecule Janusin by culured oligodendrocytes, submitted for publication
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Growth factors (GFs) in the nervous sy§tem

(NS)

Nerve growth factor (NGF) has long been proposed to be the one and only GF with relevance to the
NS. But, during the last years, around 50 GFs have been shown to be expressed by, or, to act on cells of
the NS. It became obvious that several different GFs may play key roles during development, mainte,nance
and regeneration in the NS. Analysis of GF fimction in the NS was complicated by the discoveries that
GFs may directly regulate their own expression, the synthesis of other GFs and their receptors, and, that
the effect of a (physiotogical) mixture of GFs may be quite different from that of each of the single factors.
We hsve chosen trro model systems, C6 glioma cells (glia model) and adrenal chromaffin cells
(neuron model), for the initial identification and characterization of the different GFs being expressed by
and/or acting on glial cells and neurons. Our curient interest is focused on three families of established or
putative GFi and their receptors: FGFs, TGFbeüas and granins, and we started to analyze regulation of
synthesis, molecular properties, secretion, effects, and physiological as well as pathological fimctions of
these GFs in neurons and glial cells.

Growth factors in C6 glioma cells
In our previous work we have shown that C6 cells synthesize and release at least 15 different GFs
and GF-related molecules, five of which need to be identified and characterized. Five established GFs were
obviously not synthasized by C6 cells. For 17 GFs effects or functional receptors have been detected on the
cells. Nine additional GFs have been identified in C6 cells by other goups. From the figure, which shortly
may become obvious that, conceming GFs, C6 cells may be the best
sum1jsrizes these data,

it

characterizod glial cell type.

We are currently inve.stigating the modulation of GF-synthe.sis in C6 cells by other GFs present in
glial
environme,nt §tarting with TGFs, FGFs and their receptors). These alterations in GF-output may
the
glia-glia, glia-neuron and glia-endothelial interactions. Experiments (in vitro & in vivo)
influence
directly
with
modified GF-expression (molecular or immunological knock out of GFs, etc.), and use
with C6 cells
of threedimensional cultrires (spheroids), should help to elucidate the function of these gliaderived GFs in
the NS. Furthermore, we are interested in the possible therapeutic potential of C6-cells as GF-sowce in
neurodegenerative diseases (e.g. Parkinsons disease).

.].]:]i.:.:.....,.:.,,,..]:.,...,.,::,...,...:,,i:,i

Cell (tissue) culture: glial & glioma cells, neurons, spheroids
Biochemical methods: protein purification and characterization
Immunological methods: antiMy production, IHC, Westerns, ELISA, RII
Specific GF-assays: e.g. cell survival-, proliferation-, differentiation-assays
Histological methods: general
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Summary of GFs scting on (eft side), or being expressed (middle) and released (right side) by C6 glioma
cells (GF in ] were not deüectable in C6 cells).
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Gerd Aumueller, Marburg, Germany
Dieüer Blother; Berlin, Germany
Claudia Grothe, Freiburg, Germany
Thierry Janet, Heidelberg, Germany
Georgia Lrhr, Ulm, Gernany

Arthur Mayerüofer, Uhn, Germeny
Satoshi Omura, To§o, Japan
Arndt Steuern4gel, Goettingen, Germany

Klaus Unsicker, Heidelberg, Germany

Hansen

8.,

R., Unsicker K. & rJfestermann R. (192). Developmental and strain-specific
of rat adrenal chromaffin cells recognird by a monoclonal antibody against intact

Lietz.ke

heterogeneity
chromogranin B. Int. J. Devl. Neurosci. 10, 183-195
Unsicker K. & Westenrunnn R. (1992) Basic FGF promotes transmitter storage and synthasis in cultured
chromaffin cells. Dev. Brain Res. 65,211-216
Unsicker K., Grothe C., Luedecke G., Otto D. & Westermann R. (1992) Fibroblast growth factors: their
roles in the central and peripheral newous system. in: Neurotrophic factors, eds.: S.E. Loughlin &
J.H. Fallon, Academic Press 313-338.
Westermann R. & Unsicker K. (1990) Basic fibroblast growth factor @FGF) in C6 glioma cells: regulation
ofexpression, absence ofrelease, and response to exogenous factor. Glia 3,510-521
Westermann R., Grothe C. & Janet T. (1993) Basic fibroblast growth factor and its high affinity receptor
(flg) in C6 glioma cells: Regulation by cell density, FGFs, NGF and TGFbetas. submitted
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Transport Processes in Glial Cells
Transport of non-elecfolytes as well as charged compounds across the plasma membrane is a fundamental process
related to a variety of glial functions. We use cultured glial cells to investigate transport processes as a) part of
substrate utilization for energy production (glucose, mannose, sorbitol) and the generation of second messengers
(nyo-inositol, arginine), b) part of volume and pH regulatory functions (myo- inositol, lactate), c) part of substrate
channeling from the glial cells to neurons (glucose, lactate). The goal of our studies is to describe the mechanism
of each of these transport processes and correlate them to the contribution of glial cells to the proper functioning
of the brain.

Protein purification
Production of antibodies
Cell culture techniques
Immunocytochemistry
Radioacti ve tracer techniques

Coulter counter (volume determination)
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Rates of myo-inositol uptakein a l7-day-old astroglia-rich mouse primary culture as afunction of the concentration
of extracellular rzyo-inositol in the presence (a ) and absence (O ) of 150 mM NaCl. In the latter experiment, Na"

was isoosmotically replaced by choline. Dotted line represents saturable component of uptake alone. From: H.
Wiesinger (1991) J. Neurochem. 56: 1698-1704.

Stahl, 8., Wiesinger, H., and Hamprecht, B. (1989) Characteristics of sorbitol uptake in rat glial primary cultures,
J. Neurochem. 53: 665-6'1 l.
Wiesinger, H., Thiess, U. and Hamprecht, B. (1990) Sorbitol pathway activity and utilization of polyols in astroglia-

rich primary cultures, Glia 3: 277-282.
Wiesinger, H. (1991) Myo-inositol transport in mouse astroglia-rich primary cultures, J.
16981704.
Dringen, R., Wiesinger, H. and Hamprecht, B. (1993) Lactate transport in cultured glial cells, submitted for
publication.
Wiesinger, H. (1993) Transport of L-arginine in cultured glia cells, submitted for publication.
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Induction of the blood-brain barrier
Brain microvessels are invested mainly by astroglial cell processes. The subendothelial as well as the subpial
membranes of astrocytes are occupied by orthogonal arrays of particles (OAPs) which are visualized exclusively
by means of of freeze-fracturing and hypothetized to carry ionic curents. Their expression seems to be dependent
on both thepresence of a basal laminaand neuronal activity. The distribution of OAPs across the surface of the glial
cells is highly polarized.
Astrocytes are believed to be responsible for the induction of blood-brain barrier (BBB) properties such as tight
junctions and glucose transporter in the endothelial cells (ECs). In an in vitro model, we cocultured astrocytes
together with ECs and observed a modulation of the EC tight junctions by astroglial factors. In mammals, an intact
BBB seems to be coupled with astrocytes highly polarized in terms of OAP distribution. Our aim is to define the
conditions necessary for the complete induction of BBB properties and to understand the signal cascade between
neurons, glial cells and the vascular system.

Membrane properties of the glio-vascular complex
Astrocytes are considered to be involved in the induction and maintenance of the blood-brain barrier (BBB). This
barrier consists in interendothelial tightjunctions (TJs). In vivo, the TJs build a densely meshed network ofstrands
which are associated with the protoplasmic half (P-face) of the endothelial membrane as is known from epithelial
TJs. However, if endothelial cells are cultured their TJs decrease their complexity and loose their association with
the P-face switching to the extracellular half of the membrane (E-face). Recent data suggest that the mode of TJassociation within the membrane determines the transepi- or transendothelial electrical resistance and permeability.
We have shown that astroglial factors are able to increase the complexity of endothelial TJs, but notto maintain the
P-face-association. Obviously, the culture system suffers from insufficiency in maintaining all BBB properties in
endothelial cells. This holds true also for the glucose transporter, a reliable marker of BBB endothelium. Its
expression is not maintained in cultured endothelial cells. Regarding the observations that in unmyelinated sites of
the CNS astrocytes are altered in terms of CFAP content, orientation and OAP polarity, and the BBB is leaky, our
goal in the future project is to determine whether astro-oligodendroglio-vascular interactions are required to induce
the expression of BBB parameters such as glucose transporter and truly tight "tight junctions".

Electron microscopy
Freeze-fracturing
Morphometry
Immunocytochemistry (light- and electron microscopy)
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Schematic Illustration of
gl io-vascular Interactions
involved in Blood-Brain
Barrier Formation
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Bolz, S. and Wolburg, H. (1992) First appearance of orthogonal arrays of particles in MüIler cell
membranes depends on retina maturation. Develop. Neurosci., 14:203-209.
Kniesel, U. and Wolburg, H. (1993) Tight junction compledty in the retinal pigment epithelium of the
chicken during development. Neurosci. Letters, L49: 7 l-7 4.
Neuhaus, J., Risaq W. and Wolburg, H. (1991) Induction of blood-brain barrier characteristics in bovine
brain endothelial cells by rat astroglial cells in transfilter coculture. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 633:
s78-580.
Rohlmann, A., Gocht, G. and Wolburg, H. (1992) Reactive äsEocytes in myelindeficient rat optic nerve
rerveal an altered distribution of orthogonal arrays of particles (OAP). Glia 5: 259-268.
Wolburg, H., Berg-von der Emde, K. and Naujoks-Mannteuffel, C. (1992) Mü{ler (glial) cells in the retina
of urodeles and anurans reveal different morphology by means of freeze-fracturing. Neurosci. Letters
138: 89-92.
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Structure and Dynemics of Astrocytes Serving Nquropil Monitoring

Astrocytes apparently form a network which is connected by gap junctions. In this project we want to define
quantitatively the structural basis of this netrvork and study its structural dynamics as function of astroqrtes
monitoring the extracellular milieu of adjacent neurons. We will focuss on the following features: (l) The
rather even distribution ofcell bodies ("contact spacing') provides a separate territorv for each astrocyte. lts
average size will be determined on astrocytes identified by intracellular filling and immunocytochemical
markers. (2) In vitro, astrocytic cell bodies show movements within cell processes during phagocytosis. It
remains to be studied whether movements also occur in situ, and which function they have. (3) Neighboring
celts regulate interastrocytic contact formation by interdisitation of radial processes. This overlap will be
quantitavely estimated. (4) The surface of perikarya and radial processes is extremely enlarged by lamellar
expansions of astrocytic membranes. In vitro, formation of such lamellae with characteristic length has been
induced in gel-like substrates rich in hyaluronic acid even in the absence of cell adhesion. Thus, position
rather than size of astrocytic lamellae may be determined by surrounding neuropil oomponents. We will have
to estimate the average size of the lamellar control space by stereological measurements and find factors
inlluencing its dynamics (e.g. Tenascin, with SCHACHNER) (5) Interastroqtic coupling is mediated by gap
junctions. Using antibodies and oligoprobes for connexin 43 (with DERMIETZEL) we want to estimate the
average number, size and turnover of gap junctions per statistical astrocyte and its dynamics depending on
activity changes in neighboring neurons.
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Interdigitation models of Astrocytes
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Glial signa[ing for neuronal growth

sing to anatyze the molecular cross-talk between netlrolrs and glial cells we have focused on a relatively
simple part of the nervous system, the peripheral sensory ganglia. Invivo studies have shown tbat the anonal
tips of sensory neuroui glow out into the periphery in close association with glial cells. Part of the a:rons
become myelinated in later development. We have developed mabs which define glial cell surhce epitopes
relevant to neuronal growtb' the biochemical charasterization of which shall be pursuod' It will further be our
goal to anaty?ß the secretory potential of glial populations particularly in regard to neurotrophic frctors.. The
conce,pt is being tested that glial cells may amdiry or sq,press diffirsible factor signals prwided by the tissue
zurrounding the growing axons or the targe! thus serving as regulators of axonal gfowth and sprofing.
In

Single cell and explant cultues.
Hybridoma /mab production.

i Immunological identification and separation of neural cell
i nuoioreceptor binding analyses.
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